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CHAPTER 1

.Int~oduction

The question· of determining acceptable levels of risk has been .examined by, many
, ,risk researchers for a num.bet of years., Much research has centred around the
increased understanding of public perceptions of risk for the purpose of developing
approaches to reducing the apparent conflict, between public, perceptions of risk and
expert, predictions of risk. .
,
.

.

.'

.."

".

. .

'

.

'

Environmental risk issues comprise ~, particular subset bf this research With specific
additional problems resulting, mainly from the· amount of uncertainty that us-qally
'surrounds environmental risk issues. This uncertainty has fueiled,public scepticism
about experts' ability to make accurate assessmentsan'd it has proved very difficult
'. to set publicly acceptable levels
for environmental risk.
"
. .
.

.

.

.

Environmental risk issues'often·carry·averyhigh·ptiblicprofile., Belated discoveries
ofcons~derable health risks such a~ thos~ posed by abandoned hazardous waste •
sites, long-term low level radiation exposure and water and air pollution have caused
the United States Envirortmenta.l Protection Agency (USEPA) majoipro1?lems: The'
Love Canal site near Buffalo, New York, provided a, public mandate for the
establishment of the 'Superfund'and also initiated aimmber of other legislative
procedures designed to ensure that responsibility for clump. sites can be established,
and that companies and ,oWl1ers can be held accountable:
.

.

,

'
.
, . .
.
.

.,.

Problems' with the management of the Superfund and further e:)(aminationof the
hazardous waste disposal question have shown that there are very many more sites
, requiring some attention in the United States than was envisaged. The realisation
that there, was likely t6be a shortfall in the funds available for clean up alo~g with
concern that there was a discrepancy between agency expenditure on different
policies and the degree of. risk po~edinitiated a move towards the 'use' ,of risk
managementasca decision-makingt~ol (Landyeta/., 1991). It had become obvious
that faulty 'or poorly managed hazardous waste d~mps(now called repositories),
pose a sig~ificant environment bazard'in the United States, the risks involved may
,actually be ,. corisiderably less than othq environmental ri~ks faced by. communities ..
, The question then became how toe.stablish a process for strategic action ·andthe .
need 'to set priorities for dealing with environmental hazards. . "
In 1987"the USEPA produced a repoit endtledUnfinished Busine.ss(1987) that
comprised· a comparative· asseSsment' of environmental problems. ' This report WglS '.
reviewed in 1989-90 ·by the Science Advisory Board (SAB) of the USEPA. The
SAB's objective was to recOlilinendstrategiesforreducingm~jor environmental risk
by a corp.biriatiori of risk comparison and risk reduction techniques .. The emphasis .
in their {eview was oh establishing a· 'science~ba:sed' approach to the problem and.
1

· significantconclusiorts were reached about the derivation and USe of a 'hard science'
framework for comparing risks and setting priorities... Whilst the SAB review was
.' in process, a pilot program was being established in three of the 10 federal regions
and in several states implementing t;he approach outlined in Unfinished Business.
One of the problems identified in the United States. as a result of the, Superfund
experience .is that piecemeal policy making is expensive and ineffeCtive. ~il1iam K ..
Reilly (1990) in 'a speech to the National Press Club at the time of releasing the
SAB report' entitled Reducing' risk: . setting priorities. alld strategies :for
.. environmental protection likened the approach taken to environmental risk as .
similar to the video game Space Invaders: "Every time we saw a blip on the radar .
screen, we unleashed an' arsenal of control measures' to' eliminate it", VeryJittle
. attempt Was made to assess 'the success of these measures and the composite nature
'. of environmental risk was seldom considered.
' .
'One of the crucial points to arise from the Unfinished Business pildt proj~cts is that
for this type of priority-setting approach promoted by the SAB, to be successful it
must have strong (local) political support from a philosophical perspective. This
support mus~ be long term because this approach to environmental risk reduction
is not a short-term approach. The actions which are recommended as part of the
risk reduction strategy' must be' followed up arid evaluated for effectiveness.
The methodology proposed a~dpiomoted by. the USEPA .in' a 'seriesof pilot
projects highlighted some of the difficulties encountered by a policy-making agency
in trying to put policy measures into practice. The methodology also has application
to strategic planning for institutions - an aspect that has be.en·considered widely and
is being pursued. by ·USEPA and some ·of the states invo~~e~ in the. pilot proj,ects.

1.1

Objectives

The specific objectives {or this project art!:
to examine the use of risk' reduction techniques as a tool for environmental
proteCtion; to develop. an appropriate framework. for New. Zealand
conditions, and to test this framework by applying it to the Ministry for the
Environment's work programme. '
.
. ,
.

.

.

.

.

.

· The maittthrust of this work consist~d of obtaining and reviewing the considerable
amount of'literature available from the USEP A describing the series of 'pr,oject~
.. undertaken
and supported by the Agency as part'
ofits comparative
risk programme,
..
.
In addition, however, I was fortunate enough to be able to have first~hand contact
· with Philip. Miller from the Washington State Department of Ecology who had been
personally involved in the Washington State' application of the methodology..
-Washington State was'one of the four states 'chosen to implementthe risk reduction
2

approach and the preliminary results of this pilot study have been published as a
series of. reports under the\yashington 2010 logo.
.
'. Through discussion with Philip during a visit to New Zealand he identified a number .
6f the practical difficulties involved and also indicated the future for'.the SAB's
approach to environmental ris~ management atleast in tenns of Washington State's
experience. He also br,ought with him up-to-date information about the pilot study
induding the' ~oadmap which we would have' been unable to obtain without
.' considerable delay. In particular,he provided direction by preventing us from
following a number of potentjal blind alleys~ We would like to express our gratitude
to Philip and to say that whilst he is no way to blame for any, inaccuracies or
. omissions, his assistance contributed greatly to the approach adopted and outcomes
of this project. '
The oPerational objective of the project has been stated above. However, the
project had a larger purpose or goal: that of exploring in more detail the context of
the 'science-based' methodolqgy developed by the USEPA to determine its
applicability to environmental management in a broader sense. The results of this
ov<?rview are detailed in Chapter 8..

1.2

Structure urihe publication.
.

.

In Chapter 2, the classical approach to risk comparisons and risk assessment is
briefly summarised. This is followed in Chapter 3 by a summary of the process
developed by the USEPA covering the series of reports beginning with Unfinished
Business arid concluding with the Roadniap document currently· available in .draft
form. In Chapter 4 some of the pilot projects are examined, with reference being
made to the application atFedenil region,State anq City level. This is followed in
. Chapter Sby a reviewofth~ EPA'Rmldmap documeI).t. In Chapter 6 a framework
is proposed for application in New Zealand of the .risk 'comparison approach to
environmental 'management, .including recommendations as to suitable areas of
application. This framework-is expanded on in Chapter '7 where a small case study.
is constructed; In Chapter 8 the outcomes and potential applications for this'
methodology and the project itself are considered.,

3
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CHAPTER 2

Risk comparisons as an approach to risk assessment .
.

.

'Risk is a composite concept involving 'both a .frequency or probability, and a
magnitude, There may be several possible outcornes associated with an action, and
actions designed to reduce one risk may cause an increase in other risks. For
example, increasing the length ·of a sewage outfall pipe may reduce the risk of
pollution in one area, .but increase it in other, more distant· areas. In such a case,
. the human health risk can be measured using ,estimates of the probability of disease
(calculated from water samples) mid the probable population affected. Uncertajnty
is not thesam~as risk. Uncertainty is, a characteristic of some risky situations
, where lack·of information about the risk components or the· possible outcomes
means that precise eStimates of risk cannot be made. .
'
.

..

.

.

~

Risk analysis is. an information-gathering approach that provides systematic and
rational methods for identifying, .estimating and managing risk and uncertainty. Risk
assessment is one tool used by risk analysts. The agplication of risk analysis or risk
assessment will not by itself reduce or' eliminate risk. This function is part of the
management process which uses the inform~tion produced 'by risk assessment.
,.

This chapter describes· and analyses ·elements of risk analysis fundament,al to an
understanding of the use of risk comparisons for environmental management.

2.1

Risk assessment

Risk. comparison methods have been used for many years both formally arid
informally as, an approach to risk assessment. Risk assessment is a three-stage
process of risk identification, risk estimation and risk evaluation. The· first two
stages are generally' undertaken by. risk analysts. They comprise analysing the
system (activity or proposal) under study, identifying" all possibie outcomes (new
. risks and changes in fiSk) and estimating the probabilities and magnitudes of their
occurrence. The third stage involves evaluating the r,isk information gained from the
first two stages, examining the possibilities for risk red,uction or risk avoidance and
establishing the acceptability of the residual (remaining) risk.· This third stage is
usually undertaken by a decision maker who may be the risk nianager·or a part of
the risk decision-making process. Some researchers differentiate .between the
technical assessment of risk and the social assessment of risk where the social
assessment
of risk equates
.
' . to the evalmitiCm phase of risk assessment.
.

.

The way in which risk is estimated provides us With a way of differentiating between
.different types of risk. For the 'purposes of this publication we· are concerned with
environmental risk which incorporates ecological risk· (risk to the natural·
.. 5

environment) as well as human health and social risk (risk to things that society
values)., Value judgments are incorporated in the study of risk from the original
, decision that an activity inv~lves risk.,
Rowe (1980) describes four categories of risk evaluation approaches. These are:
risk comparison approaches,

'.

, cost-effectiveness of risk reduction,
cost-risk-benefit balancing, and
meta systt?ms.

IIi brief, risk comparison approaches .refer to techniques that involve comparing one
risk with 'another, cost effectiveness of risk reduction looks solely at the cost of
'reducing risk and cost-risk-ben~fit balancing makes trade-offs between costs, ~isks'
and benefits ,where risks Will have cost and benefit attributes. Meta systems use
combillations o~ the three main approaches.
This section of the publication is coricernedwithtraditiomil methods applied to
making risk comparisons. The basic principle IS that the risk to be estimated is
compared to "benchmarks, criteria or value judgements" (Ibid.).

, 2.2

,Risk 'acceptance

Risk comparison methods may be applied in ~ number of different ways and for, a "
v~riety of purposes. In general, they are used when it. is not possible, to estimate
,risk directly and surrogate approaches are required to provide information with
which t.o determine the acceptability of the risk being studied. Situations where
, environmental risk is a factor often fall into the category of low probability-high
consequence risk. ,These types of risk are typical of those requiring recourse to risk '
, comparison methods. For example, risks posed by n~tural hazards such as
earthquake and flooding are associated with rare events which may have very severe
<: consequences. tack of ,experience of these events means that it is difficult to
calculate statistical risk estimates. Similarly, risks with a high degree of uncertainty
,maybe difficult toestimate directly. '
,
As Rowe (Ibid.) explains; the objective of many of the methods used to estimate

people's perceptions of risk is to set a reference point' that the public will accept as:
, reasonable against which other risks may be measured. Much of the, e,arly research
, ,in risk perception concentrated, therefore, on the factors' that affect people's
perceptions of risk and hence their willingness to accept a certain level of risk
(either 'imposed or encountered voluntarily).
The difficulty with this approach is that factors that affect people's perceptions of
risk are varied and the public in general is not wining to compare risks that have
,6

widely 'differing characteristics. Eailyattempts to' set levels :of acceptable risk using
risk comparison afl(~ risk referencing procedures did not recognise this unwillingness
and In some cases efforts were made to' set acceptable risk levels by comparing
, widely disparate types of risk
' - ,
,
In £in ,almost apocryphal story, Roth~chiid (1978) made the statement "So why not
produce an ,index of risks, so that you can decide above what level - road fatalities
perhaps - you should get into a: panic; andbelow'whatlevel-deathfrom influenzayou' should relax"'. The attractive implication is that it is possjble to use statistical
" and 'pre<;licted risk estimates to produce a single index fo'r decision making.
'
.

.

.

.

There are several major fallacies .involved. First of all, predicted risk measures' "
(such as those required fOr estimating nuclear power plant risk) should not be '
, compared with common statistical measures (such as road accident statistics). As
pointed out by Kates (1985), the "very complexity of the process of risk estimation
weakens its credibility": This will be well u~derstood by those familiar with the
many assumptions and the limited an:toun,t of iawdata available for these ,processes.
, In many cases they involve poor statistical pta~tice (and considerable faith in highly
uncertain estimates). Equally importantly, it is not valId to compare risks that the'
p'ublic is exposed ,to voluntarily with risks that are, involuntarily., Also,' risks' with "
common,- 'wen-known consequences -should not be compared, with risks with
u:qknown, dread::.typeconsequences.

2.3 ,Risk communication'
It is (as pointed out by Roth et al., '1990) very tempting'to describe the risks of
hazardous technologies by comparing them with other better known risks. It must
be remembered, however, that these comparisons reduce a multi-faceted ,value,
system to a single dimension ( as illustrated by Rothschild's single ind~:x). 'Orie of the'
, 'puzzles' of the risk communication process centres around trying to find' valid
comparisons that can be used to provide information about particular risks that may
- not be well known. When unrelated risks are compared and unrelated analogies are
used it isi11)portant to make sure that the audience realises the signjficance of the
comparison by making it clear that the comparison is made for a specific particular "
purpose, that is, the risk must be put in context., Comparisons are useful for'
providing a context for and gaining a perspective of risk, but they should be made' ,
between 'risks that are calculated in similar ways 'and that reflect -similar values.'
1,:;

.

The risk comjTIunication dilemma occurs' at sev~nl1 levels. Risk- analysts -need' to
communicat,e their inference and the results oftheir analysis to decisiort makers who
,-, evaluate, decide upon and implement (directly or indirectly) their deci~iOIi. Decision
makers incorporate many, different criteria in their decision-m'aking'pro.cess as well
as straight technical 'riskiness'. "Managers (who implement decisions) and publicsector decision makers fate different problems and have different criteria but they
both require dear,cbnsistent,' comprehensible, risk information.
'

Risk comparisons are often used by scientists and decision makers to inform the
public about levels of risk. Bean (1988) gives two examples of such comparisons.
In the first instance an EPA official was' quoted as iIsing the analogy: . "the
contamination in your drinking water is like dne p'eIlDY in a stack of pennies from
here ,to the moon~'. The'second example is concerned with waste disposal and is
given as: "the county produces enough garbage in a ,day to fill 100 football fields 14
feet deep". Such analogies are useful O1ily if they provide a clear; accurate picture.
In the first, instance, theanalogy'js both incorrect and incomprehensible (unable to
be visualised) and hence likely to offend the recipient of the information. The,
'second analogy is informative, accur:ateand memorable. The point of 'using risk
comparisons for information is not to try to convince people that they have no ne~d
to worry. Risk comparisons should always be directly related to the information'
requ,ired by the recipient and care should be ' taken to establish this' requirement.

"2.4

Individual and societal risk

," There are two ways of approaching risk estimation. l!ldivldu'al risk is defined by the
Institution of Chemical Engineers as the frequency at which an individual may be'
expected to' sustain a given level of harm from' the" realisation of specified hazards.
Although this definition refers" only to frequency, and' I would contend that ,risk '
should be ~efined in. terins of both, frequency (probability) and magnitude, it is
appropriate for this component of risk. 'The Institution also defines societal riskas
the' relationship between frequency "and the' number of pc;!ople suffering from a
specified level of harm' in a given' population from the realisation ofspecifled
hazards.
'
,
'
The important differentiation is between-the riskto an individual, and the risk to
a specific population sub-group. At present" there' is no, clear con~ensus on criteria '
for soeietaLrisk or an obvious definition or'description. Generally, where societal
risk is estimated individual risk e~timatesshould also b~ calculated since it is difficult
to define the population at risk. Risk comparisons have been used to explore the·:
concept' of societal risk.
Some of the early work' on risk comparisons in this area derives froin Starr (1969.'
and 1972). Starr used e,conomic risk and benefit data to reveal; patterns of
acceptable tisk/benefit trade~offs. He prepared graphs of the number of fatalit~es
versus t~e average annual benefit per person involved/and hence deduced bounds
for acceptable risks. Starr explored the difference betWeen risk encountered,
vohintarily and. risk encountered in~oluntarily and concluded that "the public seems
willing to accept risks from voluntary activities ... roughly 1000 tiines greater than
,'it, would tolerate from involuntary activities .•. that provide the same .level of,
, benefit". Subsequent researchers have not been ahle to reproduce these results, but
by different means have reached similar conclusions (Fischhoff et ai., 1985).'

8

,One of the major' difficulties associated with comparing risks" depellds upon, the .
criteria used jodefine the cOnsequences of risk .. Cohen (1985) refers to Criterion,
A (the .average , number, of deaths per year), and Criterion, B (the potential for
10w~probabi1ity high-consequence events). Cohen's thesis is that, while in .real world
decision m,aking Criterion A is always ·used in preference, to Criterion B, this' is itself
an unacceptable choice since it results in more deaths (using long-run average
likelihood probability estimates). It is probably most important to 'describe 'clearly
, the consequt?nces and criteria being used. .' ,
'
.

"

A related concept is that of risk balancing., This occurs wh~n' a newly introduced
risk has the effect of reducing other, risk (most commonly this type, of situation
occurs in medical treatments). Again, risk, balancing is o~ly valid if the group of,
risks under examination can be compared or measured on similar scales. ' ,
A major use of risk comparisons for examining,societal risk is in th~ constniction
oJ jNclirves. This technique is used as a way of presenting societal risk information
so that different risks may be compared. ' The x axis represents the frequency of
occurrence ofa specified type of incident (f),while the,y axis represents ,the number
of occurrences in which'N' or more people are killed or injured, jNcurves are
usually presented in log-log graph form. The iN clirve is a diffic.ult concept and it
is not always obvious ,how to compare two jN, curves for two different situaiiolls.
Examples ofjN curVes cim be seen in Farmer (1967), Cuppola and Half(1981) arid
Fernandes-Russell (1988). AlthougbjN curves' provide an easily presented graphical
Image of comparative risks they cannot provideinformation'about effects and should,
"not be' presented without the ~aw data~

. 2.5

Equity issues

, When risks are compared it is very important to relate ,the risk to, the 'perceived'
benefit. The related risk estimate techniques known as cost-risk-benefitbalancing ,
and cost effectiveness of risk reduction have been caiegorisedby Rowe., One ofthe
major social difficulties iriall; of these approaches is .that equity issues are not
addressed satisfactorily., The group receiving benefit is of~en separate from the
, group. bearing the risk. In the case of ecological risk the ,inequity is often even more
,apparent. 'The problems are ethical - they involve the validity of comparing ,
immediate benefits to amorphous or long-term costs or comparing "widely diffused
benefits to risks that fall heavily on a specific population orpla:ce" (Kates 1985).

~individual's judgment or personal comparative risk per~eption is a respons~ to'
, a complex process which takes into account a wide range' of factors. Individuals
, make decisions on the basis of risk comparisons every day and in this sense they
, cijoose the risks that they are prepared to ,tolerate (Thomas 1981).'

9 '

of

We cannDt simply use the CDst Df risk reductiDn as a way chDDsing whieh risks to.
deal with.SDciety is aware Df the high CDst DfsDme risk protectiDn measures and
apprDves Df them.. Preventative health measures and the vaccinatiDn Df children'
.pro\'idean example. Generally measures that are seen a& preventative are given
greater sDcialempbasis'tllan 'cures'.
WilsDn and Crouch (1987) suggest cDmparing and cDntrastingrisks using a series. Df .
different criteria such as tDxicity, certainty of infDrmatiDn, the vDluntarinesso{)f the
activity, the SDurce Df risk, ·a~ailabi1ity Df CDmmDn knDwledge etc. Many Df these
criteria· are factDrs widely recDgnised as affecting risk perceptiDns.
One way Df incDrporating the different factDrs that individuals take into. aCCDunt
when assessing the acceptability Df risk is' to. use vectDrs to. characterise the different
risks. Each cDmpDnentDf the risk being"studied represents SDme measure Df a
.particular type Df cDnsequence (number Df deaths or injuries,days DfwDrk IDSt; area
affecte~ etc.) and different weights can be used to. produce an aggregate value
(HanssDn1989). HDwever, even t~is approach is nDt sufficient to. incDrpDrate
prDperly the Dverlapping factDrs' thatcDntribute to the severity Df a risk. HanssDn
'. (Ibid.) uses eight diinensioris Dfiisk (similar to. thDse suggested by Crouch and
WilsDn) to. illustrate his belief that uni-:dimensiDnal risk estimates cDmmDnly used
. fDr cDmparisons are invalid and that expert assessment should sDmehDW reflect the ;:
-cDmplexity of :risk.
.
-.

2.6

The future

Ma~y ~f the issues assDciatedwith cDncepts such as ~ncertainty, perceived risk and acceptable risk are less,Df a problem when cDmparative risk assessment (CRA) is'
used to. set broad priDrities than' when it is used to. make specific regulatory
decisions sincethere is less need for precision in the fDrmer. One Df the purpDses
Df CRA is to. better infDrm decisiDn:'making processes.
.
For the ,future it. is likely that the use' of~isk cDmparisDns as an aid to. risk
cDmmunicatiDn will becDme an impDrtant area of study and applicatiDn.. TherefDre,
it is essential that analysts and cDmmunicatDrs be made aware Df the need to. ensure
the relevance Df their analDgies and the cDmparability of the risks being used as'
illustratiDns and referents.
' .
-
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CHAPTER 3

Risk management and the EPA
In 1987, the USEPj\ (or EPA) produced ~'report e~titled Unfini~hed Business: a,
comparative assessment of environmental problems, (USEPA 1987) which
comprised a comparative assessment of environmental problems. This report was
reviewed in 1989-90 by the Science Advisory Board (SAB) ,of the EPA to determine
whethe~ the approach could he used to derive strategies for reducing major '
environmental risk by means ofa combination of risk comparison and risk reduction,
techniques. The empha~isin this review entitled Reducing risk: setting priorities
and' strategies for enVironmental protection (SAB 1990)' was on establishing
science..,basedapproach to solving problems. Significant conclusions were reached, '
~ about the derivation 'and use of a 'hard science' framework for comparing risks and'
setting priorities.' While this national level approach to the problem of assessing
e'nvironmental problems in terms ofTisk was proceeding, a pilot series of regional,
state arid, local application's of the approach proposed in Unfinished Bus~ness was',
being undertaken" This Chapter reports on the findings, of these two major national •
projects, 'while Chapter, 4' concentrates on 'the, regional, state and local projects.

a

" The problems, faced by the EPA leading toihe initial Unfinished Business,report
are outlined well in Morgenstern and Sessions (1988). Since the establishment of
the EPA in ,,1970; many 'new' problems have either developed or, increased in ~
importa:nce.,The reasons for this'include scientific uncertainty, long:'term cumulative
effects; the recognition of environmental prob:lem areas and the transfer of risk from
one medium to another..
As a result, the EPA has been forced toestablish'priorities for action so as to

"apply its finite resources where they will have greatest effect" (Ibid.). Some, of the
difficulties involved in this priority-setting exercise include, the conflict between
statutory maridat~s~nd public and political pressure.
Environmental problems t~nd to be long-term problems. Therefore, environmental
management requires consid'eration of long-term perspectives. In'an attempt to
avoid the 'fire-fighting" approach to e'nvironmentalprotection that was becoming"
increasingly evident, the, EPA initiated a policy approach based on the principles of
risk management that was referred to as 'risk 'reduction'.
~
The basis, of this policy approach was that the reduction of environmental risk would
be adopted as an over-riding goal for the agency. One of therequirements for the
enactment of this policy is a' systematic means of analysing and, evaluating risks,
effects and actions~ However; many activities that pose risk to the environment
, involve, considerable uncertainty and have frequency and magnitude components
that cannot easily be quantified. Under a purely technical or quantitative risk
11

assessment framework there. is a feat that these risks may not be given proper
consideration. Added to this is the concern that in many cases the cau·se of disaster .
· or trigger for an event is human error which is partiCularly difficult to incorporate .
into quantitative. analysis.. Therefore, caution is required~
Before proceeding, it is appropriate. to discuss the role and the history of the EPA
and its subsidiary the SAR The EPA was established by Congress in 1970 under
President Nixon; Its statutory role was as a regulatory authority and in practise it
has always operated as a "pollution control" agency. Its roots lay in the recognition
of the .impact . .of toxic chemicals on· human health and the environment.·
.
.

~

·At the time of the· establishment· of the EPA. the primary responsibilities of
·protecting fish, wildlife, forests and otlier natural resources were already vested in
other agencies who were unwilling to give up their responsibilities. The EPA, as it .
now exists, was effectively a compromise after a proposal for a Department of
EnVironment and Natural Resources was defeated largely as a ·result of opposition
from other agencies who stood to lose much of theirfunction to. such a department.
The new agency took over: the Federal Water Quality Administration and the
Office of Research on Effects of Pesticides on Wildlife and· Fish from the
· Department of the Interior; tlie Bureau of Water Hygiene, the Bureau of Solid
· Waste Management, the National Air Pollution Control Administration, the Bureau
of . Radiological Health and the Offiee· of Pesticides Research fro1ll Health
E:nvirolurient and Welfare;,:the Pesticides Regulation Division from the Department
of Agriculture; the Division of Radiation Standards froIll' the Atomic Energy
. Commission; and the· Interagency' Federal Radiation Council. .Not· unexpectedly,
·given the dissentio:q surrounding its intended function, the EPA had some difficulty
in· reconciling and me.eting the differing expe,ctations of it.
· Ruckelshaus, who was appointed the first Administrator' of the EPA, took as.a
priority the· enforcement of existing legislation .and was successful in greatly
increasing the number of infringements prosecuted. The EPA then began ,getting
involved in the process of revising and setting standards. Notable cases included,
revising.the Ozone standard (1977), the Resource Conseivation and Recovery Act .
. (ReRA, 1976, amended 1980) and the establishment ~f Superfund (1979)~
, The. Superfund legislation followed the principle of 'sh0vels first, lawyers second'
· and imposed a levy on chemical feedstocks. There. was controversy over t'his
· approach to the collection of a levy: however, it (jid greatly simplify t.he process.
The deficiencies of the Superf~nd Bill were that it did not give ,any guidance on
which sites should be tackled first or how the 'available :limited resources should be
allocated. It also did not give any consideration t9 how much cleanup should be
done (how clean.is. clean) or how to determine an acceptable risk. As a result of
a political mix-up oil was omittedJrom the legislation causing considerabl~ political
embarrassment.
.
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"The direction of the EPA has changed over the years as different Administrators
have imposed their own perspective. Through the 1970s the· emphasis was on
health risks, whilst in the inid 1980s a changeoccurreq in which greater emphasis
was placed on >ecology: In 1983 Ruckelhaus was re-appointed Administrator for a
.second term. He made a clear distinction between risk assessment as a scientific
tool, and risk management as a political process; He believed strongly inlJUblic
involvement in determining environmental priorities. Ruckelhaus was succeeded by
. Lee Thomas who followed this philosophy by promoting risk management. as a basis
. for EPAdeci~ion making and commissiont!d the Office of. Policy Analysis under"
Richard Morgenstern to co-ordinate a report examining the relative risks of the
various environmental problems that EPA has a mandate to address. . The result
was published as Unfinished Business..
.

.

'

.

From its beginnings, the EPA has been noted as a 'reactive' agency responding to·
public concern via. Congress and the legislative process. Different program offices
. responsible for implementing particular laws have tended to react solely to the
specific environmental problems associated With these laws; there has been notably
inadequate interaction between offices. Unfinished Business therefore reflected a
change in perspective and an attempt to come· to grips with a longer. time horizon,
rilOre consistent with the natun!. of environmental problems and associated risk
issues.

3.1

Unfinisbed Business

3.1.1

ObjeCtives and approach
-.

Unfinished Business was the product of a year-long project that had the objective
of determining the .comparativemagnitudeof the types of enviionmenta! problems
that the EPA might .face. The specific assignment was to "compare" the risks
curre"ntly associated with major environmental probIe:ri1s,· given existing levels of
control" (the concept "of residual risk, or risk remaining under current controls).
.

.

The approach taken was to use risk assessment methods to assess and compare the
risks posed by environmental problems; The first ~ask was to determine a set of
'problem areas'.. The intention was that each of these "problem areas, shown in
Table 3.1, should represent a recognised environmental problem area defined aJong
the lines of exi"sting programs or statutes: . These problems were chosen with some>
thought to the existing work of the EPA. . Attempts were niade to define the
problems as they are perceived by the public at large. Asa result, some of the
problem areas are diffuse arid overlap causing difficulty for both their assessment.
and ranking.."
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Table 3.1

.. Environmental problem areas
Source: ,Unfinished Business: a comparative assessment .of
environmental problems (USEPA, 1987), Volume 1, Overview,
'pp.1U.. 11..

L
2.

3..
4~

.. 5.

6.
7.
.8.

9.
10.
11.

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
. 17.
18.
19.
20.

.21.
22.

23.
,24.
,25.
26.

27.
28.
29.
30.
31.

Criteria air pollutants'from mobile. and stationary sources (includes acid rain
precipitation) .
Hazardous/toxic air ·pollutants
Other air pollutants (includes fluorides, total reduced sulphur, substances not
included above that emit odour)
Radon - indoor air only . .
Indqor air pollutants 'other than radon
,Radiation- other than radon
Substances. suspected of depleting the stratospheric ozone layer' - CFCs etc.
. CO2 and global warming ..
.
..
'
Direct, point source discharges (industrial etc.) to surface water
Indirect, point source discharges (POTWs)' to .surface water '
Non..,point'source .discharges to surface water
Contaminated sludge (includes municipal and scrubber sludge)
To estuaries,. coastal waters and oceanS from all sources
To wetland from all sources
From drinking wateras it arrives at the tap (includes chemicals, le'ad from
pipes, biologi~alcontaminants, radiation etc.)
Hazardous waste sites'- active (includes hazardous waste tanks)·(groundwater
and other media)
,
, Hazardouswaste sites - inactive (Superfund) (groundwatercand other media) ,
Non-hazardous waste sites- municipal (groundwater and other media)
Non-hazardous waste sites -: industrial (includes utilities) (groundwater and
'other m e d i a ) " " "
,
...'
.
·Mining waste (includes oil and gas extraction wastes)
Accidental releases - toxics (includes all media)
Accidental releases - oil spills,
. .
·Releases from storage tanks (includes produ,ct and petroleum tanks - above,
, , on ~nd under ground)
,
.
., .
Other groundwater contamination (includes septic systems;, road .salt,
.' injection wells etc.)
.
.
. Pesticide residues on foods eaten by humansand vVildlife
Application of pesticides (risks to applicators, which includes workers who
mix and load as well as apPly, ~md also .consumers who apply pesticides) .
Other pesticide· risks, including leaching' and runoff. of pesticides and
agricultural chemicals, airdepositio~s from spraying etc. ,
New toxic chemicals'
Biotechnology .(environmental. releases of genetically-altered 'materials )
· Consumer product exposure
Worker exposure to chemicals
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For ,each of these 31 problem areas' four different, types of risk were considered"
,separately: cancer risks, non-cancer ,health risks, ecological effects, and welfare
effects. Within each risk type the 31 problem areas were ranked. 'No attempt W!iS
made to rank across all four types of risk. Where possible, similar methods of risk
~ssessment were used for all fo~r 'risk areas. Also, where pOSSible, secondary effeCts
and inter-media transfers were ,considered .
,

.'

"

'

,

'.

The 3'1 problem areas were ranked' for' each risk type (risks were treated
synonymously with effects). This ranking was based on secondary information. In
a number of areas data were either not 'available, wer~ incomplete or were not'
appropriate to use for comparison purposes. In some of these cases additional
", , analysis was performed and,in other cases professional judgmentwas used.
,

,

Hence the comparisons relied on a composite quantitative/qualitatIve approach to
risk assessment.
Other structural procedures 'affected the analysis and the,' results. The risk'
assessment for ea,fh problem area was based on risks as they exist currently with
, existing' controls in place. This meant that in, some cases risks registered as 'low'
because current controls prevented them from registering as 'high'. Added to this,
a number of assumptions affected the form of the analysis. Rankings are based on
risks to the whole population. Risks to particular geographical or demographic
'
groups may be ,v,ery different.
Four work groups were estabiishC;?d - each considered one specific type of risk. ,They'
'
followed a series, of bask steps in their analysis. '
ris~

1.

'The group agreed on, a basic conceptual framework for, comparing
ainong the problem areiis.

2~

,Existing data were accumulated and organised using "summary sheets". The
summary sheets for each problem area described existing information, ,
sources of data and major uncertainties.

3.

The data from the summary sheets were combined with the judgmenf of the
group ,members to produce a relative ranking.
.

. .

"

..

For cancer risk) the problem areas were ranked from 1 to 26 with five problem
areas being Qmitted from the rankings. Five categories were described representing ,
decreasing magnitude, of cancer, risk. The three areas listed in Category '5 were'
, ,listed alphabetically rather, than ranked, and two areas, discharges to estuaries,
,caeistal waters and oceans, and discharges to wetlands were not ranked or
categorised because in the judgment of the group they represented conglomerates
rather than individual problem areas.
'
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.For non-cancer risk the approach taken was similar to that used to calculate the.
number of cases expectedto.result from exposure to a chemical, that is:
exposure x potency = incidence

Th~ aggregation to total risk from that· chemiCal over all health effects' is' achieved
by means of a severity index.. Therefore, three scores representirtgseverity,
.'
population exposed and potency Were calculated and combined.
There are thousands of chemicals and -in general very little information is available
a.bout their hazards..The information that is available generally relates to estimated
. safety limits rather than .any genuine· risk .assessment. Therefore, the work group
relied heavily 'on judgment and the results were presented in tenn,s' of a group
ranking with an associated level of confidence and estimate of the percent~ge of the ..'
problem covered.)
.
Problems areas for .non-cancer hea~th risks were. grouped in four categories
representing high, medium.and low risks plus an unranked list.
.The methodology developed to analyse and rank ecological risk was very complex.
A series of criteria~"was developed and used by the work group to rank risks into
high, medium and low groupings. The 31' problem areas were reduced to 22 and;
as a refinement, the high-risk group was .divided iIlto· three sub-groups and the
medium.risk.category into two. An expert panel.considered the types of ecological
. ::stress a.ssociated with the refined problem areas and examined a series of 'stress
agents' in 'terms of potential impacts - local (ecosystem), regional and global. Th~
group then attempted to rank. ecological risk by estimating the impact .of the
problems on as many different kinds of ecosystem as possibl~; as well as broader
geographical regions and the biosphere. The criteria applied were intensity of.
impact, scale of impact, ecosystem recovery, control and uncertainty.
It is important to remember that for ecological risk the objective must be to assess

the .potential impact of· particular stress agents~ In this context. therefore risk
. assessm~nt is applied in a similar fashion to environmental impact assessment. _ It
is .rarely quantitative and almoSt never probabilistic.

Th~ welfare ri~k analysis relied heavily on m6netary estimates of damage, with
future damage bdng discounted .. Welfare effects ·fromexposure to environmental
pollution are assumeQ to represent declines in the value of any commercia~activity
an4 declines in the value of any other human activities. Five distinct categories ,
were considered:
..
,"

;f,

. soiling and material damage,.
recreational losses,
damage· to natural resources,
.
• damage to commercial and public property and to ground water supplies, and.
• losses in aesthetic and non-user values.
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Each member of the group ranked the 31 problem area~ separately and then, a
composite ~ariking was develop~d. Twenty-three of the problems were ranked into
three groups, of high, medium and low' effects arid the remaining eight problem
areas were unranked and placed in a 'minor effect' category. ,
Only two groups, (cancer and welfare) attempted to rank the problem areas
ordinally.

An important point about this project was highlighted by the cancer work group. '
Four of the six problems areasQthat ranked highest for the cancer risk group are
, areas in which the EPA has limited jurisdiction. Therefore, the EPA has limited
ability to initiate either direct action or a policy response.

3.1.2' The results

The objectives of: Unfinished Business did not, inclUde' the setting of priorities for
the EPA since when the project was initiated there was no intention that risk alone
'
should be used to set priorities for agency actions.
The major findings l~sted in theUnfinishedBusinessexecutive summary are that::
L No probiems rank either relatively high or relatively low in all four types of risk;
2. Problems that rank relatively high in three of four risk types or at least medium
, in all fourincIude criteria air pollutants, stratospheric ozone depletion, pesticide
'residues on food, and other ,p~sticide risks;' '
'
3. ' Problems that rank relatively high in cancer and non-cancer health risks but low',
in ecological and welfare risks incIude hazardous air pollutants, indoor, radon, '
indoor, air' pollution other than radon, pesticide appl~cation, exposure to
consumer products, arid worker exposure to chemicals; "

4., ,Problems that rank relatively high in ecological and welfare risks but lowin both
health risks incIudeglobal, warming' and physical alteration of, aquatic habitats;
arid '
'
.

-. .

.

5. Areas related to groundwater consistently rank medium orlow.
,The risk-based rankings dldnot match the EPA's current program priorities. Nor
did therankings match those estimated from public perceptions. However, the
EPA's current priorities did -roughly correspond to the public'$ perceptions.
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-' Perhaps more importantly, the' national rankings did not'reflect local situations.
, This is not surprising since itis logical that problem areas are likely to differ in their
importance between geographical areas. -A further problem when analysing the
rankings obtained in any general context is that. they were derived from. current
control conditions, a situation that does no(reflect either EPA cur:rent priorities or
the public's perceptions.

3.1.3 Limitations

All four groups reported difficulty with the set of problem areaS in that the'dividing
lines l?etWeen them were often fuzzy, especially when trying t6 consider the'
secondary effects. Similarities between problem' areas meant that categorising
prob~ell1 areas was at times somewhat arbitrary.
.

.

The main limitations of this project are a direct result of its structure. A number
of areas were not considered atleast directly. These were:
1. the economic Or technical controllability of the risks,

2. the' qualitative aspects' of the risks that people find important,
, 3.,· the benefits to society of the activities that cause the environmental

problem~,'

and
4. ,the' statutory and public mandate for EPA '10 deal-with. the risks.
In practical terms risk decisions require making trade-offs. Therefore, whilst it is'
appropriate to rank problemare~s without taking account of economic or technical
controllability, or their potential benefitsitis necessary to include these issues when
making. decisions before taking action.
Qualitative aspects are very important when considering environmental risk actions
because unless the public is aware of and prepared to support the necessary action
it is unlikely that it wili succeed. No account was taken of the public's perceptions
of the problem areas or the factors thataie known to affe.ct perceptions, such as,
voluntariIiess, .familiarity and equity.
The probiem areas were ranked by risk as it exists now. This means that. areas .
where, substantial risk is present but where action is being ~aken by or on behalf of
the EPA were ranked lower than areas of less risk wh,ere no action is being taken.
When the public considers risk it either may not be aware of or it may discount the
value of current action. This is one very obvious reason why the expert rankings
differed from the public's perceptimis. There is thus a danger that future actions
may not take adequate account of the effects of current actions.
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'A ·further potential difficulty is that in· the area of welfare, risks futtire risk was
specifically discounted and given less weight than current risk. This is a common
technique' used extensively in cost-(risk-)benefit-type analysis for evaluating future
impacts. However, there is alwayscorisiderable debate· about the discount rate
used. In terms of environmental ris~,lt may even .be argued that future risk should
be given a higher value than current risk (i.e. use of a negative discount rate) ..
The EPA study looked solely at societal risk, or risk in terms of the 'Yhole
population. In a number of cases the population risk might rank low, however, .
individual risk might be very high. Equity issues were'not considered.. Considerable
. c~re needs to be taken, therefore, in considering any actions based on the results
of the risk rankings derived from this study.···
.
-4.

The individuai workgroups reported·· on' some specific limitations of their analysis.
The cancer work group made two key statements:
"Estimates of true risk are' currently not. possible; given our limited
knowledge. of carcinogens."

and
".We relied. heavily on our professional judgment, rather. than on
quantitative methods."

This group also reported difficulties in that:
_ .the ranking presented reflects population risk rather than individual risk,
..

an· ordinal. ranking confers false accuracy, and
rankings may reflect inadequate data rather. than a genuine .position.

Specific problems rioted by the non~cancer risk workgroup were that higher quality
data are required to estimate risk for non-cancer environmental risks and that there
is a strong requirement for a dose-based model (as is available for cancer. risk
estimation). The group also felt concerned that the risk estimates in the different
problem areas were not directly comparable because of different modelling
techniques and the different quantity and quality of information.. Many of the·
estimates were incomplete arid all the estimates. were. subject to uncertainties
inherent in this form of analysis.
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The. EPA does not have jurisdiction. o~ responsibility· in' many areas that caUse
extensive habitat alteratio~ and hence high ecological risk.. Local and global issues
are often more important than national issues. The"necessary national perspective
adopted in this study' therefore caused difficulties and distortions in assessing
ecological risk. The ecological work group noted also the absence of an established
methodology. Ecosystem science is complex and predictive tools are nat available.
Further difficulties arise because ecological risks are difficult to define and scientific
.
uricertainty is inherent in any form of ecological risk assessment.'
. The w~lfare risk group noted problems in separating effects and overlap between the problem areas. They also felt that there was difficulty in separating the effects
attributable to welfare and ecosystems.
As well, all groups expressed concern overthe quantity and quality of data available
for the risk assessment: Some of the.general problems associ;:tted with inadequate
data are that the risks may beuhknown or unidentifiable, variations in the coverage
or availability of data may affect the rankings, the definitions and boundaries 'of the
environmental problem areas' complicate the ,ranking process and a variety of
analytical methods may have been used withiii the same area .

. All four groups felt that the problem areas selected were not relevant to their own '
particular risk area. For this reason they felt that it would have been preferable to .
try to separate problems and risks. As well, there was a general consensus about
the lack of methodology. This concern was ~ubsequently reflected by the'
considerable controversy generated in the scientific community over the quality of
the risk assesSment methods used in the Unfinished Business project. .It should be
nQted, however, that unless the study had beep. undertaken, it IS unlikely.that these
methodo1c)gic~l shortcomings would have been recognised.

3.1.4 Use of the. results
It has already been noted thai the jurisdiction of the EPA is limited in some of the

problem area~ that scored high for some risks. The original project was designed
specifically so that neither the EPA's mandate. nor its' current priorities were
explicitly considered in the process of defining the problem areas. However,
priorities and actions were iIIlplicitly incorporated iIi risks that were assessed
according to piesent controls in place wit~lOut consideration oftheir.cost or benefit.,
. Anyatteinptto incorporate the results from Unfinished'Business into the Agency's
, strategic decision-making processes would therefore require much more careful
consideration of the problem .areas with account being taken' of other political
factors.-
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3.1.5 Next steps··

. The specific stated objective of Unfinished Business wasto compare risks associated
with major enVironmental problem areas. That is, to use risk criteria as a means
of ranking environmeIltal problems as a preliminary step towards setting Agency
priorities.
It was not intended that the risk-based criteria developed should be used as the sale
basis for setting priorities. To this extent; the proje~t has been successful in .meeting .
its objectives. At the same time . it proved very u·seful· in indicating areas of
defide~cies in both methodologies and data .availability:
.

.

It must be· remembered that the context of this process was the use of risk criteria
to set environmental priorities. This was . viewed as a two;..stage process of risk
. assessment and risk management. The risk-ranking process described here is .
therefore an application of risk assessment. Unfinished Busbless was performed by·
experts without any public involvement process. Therefore it could not be used as .
the sole factor in· risk manageinerit decisions that require consider~tion of many·
other social, economic, political and .cultural f~ctors ..

The follow-up to. Unfinished. Btisiness proceeded along two -differe~t paths: an
independei1J review and evaluation by· the SAB, and a series of pilot· projects
. designed.totest both the risk assessment and risk. management phases.
.

3.2

. Relative risk reduction

As a follow-up to the Unfinished Busiliess report, EPAAdministratorWil1iam
Reilly asked the Science Advisory Board (SAB) of the USEPA to reviewthe·report
and then to "assess and compare different environmental risks in light of the most
recent scientific data". .The SAB was also .asked to examine strategies for reducing
major risks. The outcome of the relative risk reduction project was the report,
entitled Reducing risk:· setting priorities· and strategies for environmental
protection, hereafter ref~rred· to as the Reducing risk report .

. This request marked a shift away frointhe nOrTIlal function and operation of the· .
SAB. Prior to 1978 the . S.AB consisted "Of an informal association of scientists.
providing information to t~e EPA on request.~I11978, the SAB was established
formally during th~ course of the setting of the. ozone·· standard. the process used
by· the' SAB· was a two-stage oneaf firstly developing a criteria document. arid
secondly setting the standard. At this time the SAB expressed concern at bdng·
asked to take account of 'whatconstittited a significant health effect', the concept
of 'sensitive groups' and social ~md economic ~riteria~' The normal function of the
SAB between 1978 and ~988 primarily involved the review of scientific reports on
the hasis of scientific and engineering data. .
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The ~approach taken by the SAB to the relative risk reduction project .involved
establishing a committee of "39 .scientists· and experts entitled .the Relative Risk
Reduction Strategies Committee. The Relative risk project made a more deliberate .
.attempt to address the policy issues associated with reducinge:i;rvironmentalris~ .
than Unfinishe4Business. It also attempted to rationalise (if not resolve) the
_.problems of establishing more scientifically-based methodologiesfor comparing risks ..

3.2.1 . Objectives and philosophy
.

-

In 1989~ as a r~sponse·to the request by the EPA Administrator, the SAB Set up_ a - committee. entitled. the·Relative Risk Reduction Strategies Committee-which itself._
.was divided into three subcommittees: the· Ecological and Welfare Subcommittee~
the Human Health Subcommittee, and the Strategic Options
Subcommittee~ " ,
~,

, . " ' .

.

.

~

'

.

.

_The objectives established by the pareut commit~ee wer.e to:
. 1. provide a critical review of the report Unfinished Business, that .reflects any
-sigmficantnewinformation that bears on the evaluation of risks associated with
specific environmental problems,
-. 2. - provide, to the eXtent -possible,merged e"valuations of cancer and non-canter.risks (i.e. health risks), and of ecological and welfare risks (Le. environmental .. risks),
- - .
.
.
.

.

. '

3. provide optional strategies for

' .

redu~ing the

major risks, and

4.. develop a long-term strategy· for improving the methodology for assessing and
. ranking environmental risks and for asse-ssing the alternative strategies that can
reduce risks.
-

As early as 1983, Ruckelshaus (Ruckelshaus -1983) had actively promoted. a
science':'based approach to establishing a common statutory ftamew9rk for assessing
risk. At the same time, however,he stressed that the scientific process of assessing
. risk must be separated from "the political process of using the assessments to set -.. priorities._ Ruckelshaus also recognised the limitations of current risk assessment
methodologies .in his statement "~e need to -strengthen -our risk assessmentcap~bi1ities".These limitations became more widely recogni~ed within the EPA as
a -result of theUntinished. Business project.
- Part 'of t~is n~action was the result of the frustrations that Ruckelshaus experiene:ed
during his two terms as EPA Administrator. He had consistently criticised the rIsk
assessment' techniques used by EPA analysts as the "stacking of .c6nservative
assumptions ene. on top of .another". From the· political perspective . it. proved
difficult to ,defend decisions based on these. types of. approaches, especially spec~fic
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.standards, siting or other regulatory' decisions, comp~red' with broad policy or
priority-setting decisions. ,
The relative risk reduction project therefore broke pew ground in its strong reliance
onscience~based methodol'ogies. As well ~sbeing asked to review the Unfinished
Business 'report and examine methodologies, the' SAB w,as asked to recommend
strategies for risk roouction (as a means of establishing strategies for environmental '
protection). This was' a major step forward from the jnitial process of ranking
environmental problems, using risk criteria. As a result of Unfinished Business'and
the pilot projects there has been a ste~dy refinement and imprQvement in
methodologies now reflected in the Roadmap.
I'

'

,

Part ofihe philosophy driving this project wcis the introduction of the coriceptof, '
environmental risk asa h1~ans of providing an integrated approach to environmental
management. The objective was to provid~ common measures and a standardised
framework for comparing environmental problems; Central to this concept is the
dual process of risk assessment (the estimation of risk) and risk management (risk . '
reduction).

3.2.2 Approaches'

. The three subcommittees of the relative risk reduction project presented their ,
,reports in' the form of appendices.'
' , 7
One of the main functions of these sub-committees was to review'critically the work
presented in Unfinished Business. Many of the 'criticisms reported here were also
, not,ed by the, sub-committees involved with the original project.
'. '
The report of the Ecology and Welfare subcommittee began by being critical of the
original approach to' risk: ranking adopted by the Unfinished Business
sub-committees because it mixed 'sources;' receptors, media and regulatory
obligations: Also, the mandate of the Unfinished Business project excluded a
number of significant ecological problems that fell outside the EPA's jurisdiction.
As a result the rankings were somewhat contrived and incomplete. '
This raises an interesting question as to how to set boundaries when assessing'
comparative risk for this type of process. 'is it possible to apply it to a subset of
environmental problems, in any meaningful form?
!

While· being critical of the original approach, the ecology and welfare sub~committee
endorsed the useofa matrix of ecological stress types versus ecosystem types as
proposed by Harwell and:Kelly (1986). This approach was incorporated into the,
, Unfinished Business report but could no~. be directly applied because0f the
structure of that project.
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The ecology andwel{i;lre subcommittee then attempted to develop an improved
methodology for evaluating ecological and welfare risk assessments by considering
'
two approache&:
_ firstly, they aggregated the original 31 EPA environm~ntal problem areas
a more limited number of categories and ranked these; and
'

in~o

, secondly, they disaggregated the ,EPA environmental problem areas into"
, environmentally relevant categories of stresSes, and then ranked these categories.
The first of these approaches involved aggregating the original 31 problem areas
into eight gro~ps which w¢re then ranked using size (scope), hazard (categorised as
high~ medium or low) and e~osure (high,medIum, low).
The second approach was a modification of the matrix approach proposed by
'Harwell and. Kelly (Ibid.). A series of diagnostic' parameters" (the intensity of
potential effects, the uncertainty of these estimates, the type of ecologiCal response,
,and the time-scale for recovery) were plotted against the aggregated problem areas
.using the, scale of stress (local, regional, biosphere), the transport media (air~ water,
terrestrial) and the recovery" time (years, decades,' centuries/indefinite) as
parameters.
.The sub-committee redefiri'ed'welfare eff~cts as "all effects on humails and, societies
excluding human health effects thatIilay result fiomenvironmental'problems".
That is, the original definition used was eXpanded, to include, all aspects of the
, quality of human life. Both, indirect' (mediated by ecologIcal, syst€mis) and direct
effects (economic and non-economic) caused by, 'changes to ttIe environment were
examined. It was concluded that the rankingsfor ecological and welfare risks were
'
essentially the same.
, The' principle conclusions reached were that the original analysis performed by the
Unfinished Business'group was too' narrow (hence the expanded definition) and also
.. that it, relied too heavily on economic analyses involving, unreliable data.
Specifically, the ,group found that the procedure of " ... ranking future effects lower
than .present, all else being constant" is "not scientifically sound .for ecological '
i.ssues"., They stated-that "Economic analyses of environmental issueS must take
a long-term view With the .:.ultimate goal, of sustaining life.:supporting ecosystem
functions". Discounting devalues the· long-term 'effects of large scale and long-term'.
environmental proble~s (such as nuclear waste disposal).
'
As part of their analysis the sub:-committe~ reviewed and 'adapted the rankings

adopted for the original list of problems areas and then proceeded to compare the
'.
.
original rankings with the revised rankings.
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The sub-committee reached a consensus on the belief that the risk assessment
process is a good mechanism for formulating .public policy from a scientific ba~e and
recommended that the approach be institutionallsed on a regular basis. It noted, .
however, for this to be effective, credible personnel and data bases would be
· required. They also reported that in many cases. expert judgment was the main
criterion used as no other data were available.
The specific goals of the second sub-committee, the human health sub,.commitfee
were: . to evaluate the Unfinished Business methodology for ranking environmental'
problem areas using risk criteria, to determine the 'extent to which the risk rankings
. should· be revIsed or updated,· to combine (if possible) carcinogenic and
non-carcinogenic rankings into a single aggregate ranking, and to recommend·
approaches
for improving the
methodologies for assessing and ranking.
.
.
Again, the initial response of this su~-committee Was a criticism of the Unfinished
Busines,s report, primarily in terms of the inadequacy of exposure information on
which the risk .asseSsmentswere based, and the difficulties already noted about the
selection of the problem areas.
The sub-committee did not attempt to review or revise the original rankings directly,.
but focused mainly .on methodological probleins and the need to develop new
approaches.. In terms of developing a composite ranking for carcinogenic and noncarcinogenic risk, the committee conceded that this would be possible, but suggested
that it would involve· so many value judgments and ethical issues beyond the scope
ofeither the sub-committee or the EPA that itshOlildnot be attempted. Howeverj
with that qualification, a possible approach was developed and described~
The sub-committee made a number of practical suggestions for improving methods
for setting priorities for action. . They suggested that other commonly used
techniques such as triage should be reviewed. Whether ie~ctive approaches such
. as triage are appropriate depends on the goal of the priority-setting process. They
noted that the. ranking systems used for cancer risk and non-cancer risk in
.Unfinished Business were not .entirely consisteIlt (for example, the severity of the
effect'wasnot considered for non-cancer riskJ: .:
· This leaves a slight dilemma - is it better to· keep the canc.er and, nOli-cancer risk
rankings separate {due to the problems in resolving ethical and moral issues
· required and methodological differences), or should they be combined With clear
.criteria for weightings established to prevent false comparisons between the risks?
It should be noted that the. curren.trevision of health care in New Zealand involves.
Some of the value judgments that the Human Health sub-c~mmlttee did not feel
competent· to attempt. . .
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The objective of the Strategic Option's sub·committee was to identify and analyse
a range of the most promising types of risk reduction options that the EPA should
consider and to provide a procedure for the EPA to continue working along these,
-,
lines. "
In order to achieve its objective, the sub·committee used a, four step process of:
1. _selecting a 'set of environmental pr()bleins for study,.

2. developing a list of potential. risk reduction strategies for each problem,
3-. selecting the most promising option for each problem, and

,4. developing cross-cutting strategy options and making recommendations for use.
~e factors considered by th,e -sub-committee in establishing ~trategies and options

were cost, risk reduction, technical feasibility and implementation -requirements~
The aim of the'Strategic Optidns subcommittee was to explore the risk management
side, of the equation. Throughout Unfinished .Business arid Relative risk it was
noted that the rankings, of environmental problem areas res,ulting from the risk
assessment process should not be viewed as direct priority lists. Many other social
and culturalfactors must be taken into account in ihedecision-making process~ The
risk reduction options examined by this sub-committee were inadequate for this
purpose. The assessment and rankingsexercise by SAB was used as a basis for _
broad policy recommendations.
It was~ however, recommended that this activity should seek to involve as wide a
group of people as possible in developing and considering strategies and option,s.
The advantages are that:
'
.
,1. a large number of problems and strategies can be considered in arelatively short

, time,
2. .the .use of a group covering different interests and agencies forces an overview
of a)arge number of problems and potential solutions,
3. the analyst is released froin the constraints of specific legislation or mandate,
4.

cro~s-program

analyses providing multiple benefits to several problems are

forced, -and
5. expliCit attention is given to' the multiple desirable characteristics of the risk
reduction approach.
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These advantages qerive from the specific mission and cultural environment of the
EPA; however, most of thein are applicable. to a number of different politica~
situations.
.
The activities of tnis group were less constrained by the original project than the
. . other groups and therefore it was able to develop directly its own approaches to the
problem of·detennining strategic options.
None of the groups considereq specifically the incbrporationof public perceptio~s
into the risk-ranking process. Potential conflict between expert predictions and lay
perceptions needs to be considered within the strategic option development process.
Most of the groups involved in risk:.. ranking processes have given eXplicit recognition.
to the importance of expert judgment due to a lack of· 'hard' data. In order to
achieve public support, essential for such a program, a major risk commllnication
exercise is· mandatory. This· involves informing lay opinion with· the best possible
. information ~nd judgment of the experts.

3.2.3

The recommendations

. The Ecology and Welfare and Human Healthsub-:committees appeared to have
some difficuJty reconciling their dual objectives of, firstly, reviewing and revising the
rankiIlgs in. the Unfinished Business report and, secondly,· of recommending .
improved methodologi~s: The dilemma revolved around the 'anchoring' heuiistic
and the inability to demonstrate creative lateral thinking. In most cases, the groups
appyaredhappier criticising than creating. This may have been due in pail to the
limited resources available and concern fot strict adherence to their terms of
reference. Despite. this apparent reluctance, however, a number of useful
recommendations were presented.
The. Ecology and Welfare sub-committee .made six recommendations. They were
to:
·1. formalise· an extram~ral and continuous process fQrecological risk prioritisation
(categorise not by Agency program but by anthropogenic stress),
2.· develop· formal methodolo~ies for ecological risk assessment, .
.

.

'

.

3. develop the data bases needed for improving future ecological risk assessIlJ,ents, .
"

4.' develop an appropriate methodology for integrating ecological and economic .
time· d i m e n s i o n s , ·
.
5. give consideration to non-economic aspects of ecological values and 'welfa~e
risks, and . . .
'.".
..
6. consider the results from this risk-ranking exercise in t~e. development of future
Agency policy and allocation of financial resources~
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The HunianHealth sub-committee stated .that in conducting future risk-ranking
.
exercises,. the folloWing fa~tors should be taken into account..
1.' the effects of uncertainty should be stated explicitly and factored into any risk

. characterisation,
2. consistent criteria should be developed for the assessment of toxicity and
identification of hazards,
3. the distribution as well.as the mean should beevaluat~d when considering the
severity of health effects,
. 4. assessments should consider risks to individuals as well as ~isks to the. general
population and. to susceptible sub-groups,
5. the Agency should be calltious about combining rankings for cancer and non~
ca1Jcer health r i s k s , '
.
.

.

.. .

··6. consideration should be given to the time pedod over which risk reduction
strategies maybe effective as well as persistence if uricontrolled,
7; it should be recognised that the assessment of relative risk is heavily ~ahie-Iaden,.
and
. 8. risk rankings should explicitly recognise' the extent to ~hich existing control
strategies .affect risk reduction and, conversely, the estimated risk in the event
. that existing programs were not continued at the same le~el.
This last factor addresses one of the concerns expressed earlier in this report abol;tt
the consistency of tl)e ranking process. There· were also a num.ber of other specific .
recommendations concerning areas that should be included in the· establishment of
a more precise and consistent methodology for assessing human health risk. These
recommendations included ways of identifying· and assessing. toxic agents and
toxicity..
.

.

The specific recommendations. of the Strategic Options

SUlJ-coinmi~tee

were that:·

1. theEPA should establish priorities based on 'the potential for risk reduction,

2. pollution prevention should be the most important approach for reducing
environmental' risks over the long' term,
3. EPA must broaden its kit of ~nviroI1mental protection tools, especially to
emphasise economic incentives and information transfer in order to reduce risk
and prevent pollution,
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4. environmental protection must be integrat.ed into other policy areas in as
fundamental a manner as are economic concerns,
5. a special government mechanIsm should be c~eated in the Executive Branch in
order to integrate environmental policy into other policies,
6. EPA should continue to perform analyses similar' to the relative risk reduction
project .and integrate the-results into the Agency's strategic planning process,
7. EPA'saimual budget should more direCtly reflect risk-based priorities, and
-

,

8. the Agency should develop an enhanced, environmental, education and training

program for both professionals and the general public. -

'

-

3.2.4 Where to next?

The relative risk reduction project was critical of a number, of areas of the
Unfinished Business report. ?rimarily, the individual sub-committees were critical
._of the, methodologies applied and the lack 'of data on which the· risk comparisons
'were based. At the. same time' they themselves reported the need to. use expert
judgment in many cases. Despite increasing knowledge there Will remain, many ,
. areas of uncertainty, and lack of information' and- what is really required is that
- scientis~s become, more prepared to admit publicly the areas of uncertainty ,and to
be clear about when they are making assessments on the basis of their expertise and '
experience. As Kunreuther and Patrick (1991),note, 'however, those involved in
'both studies felt confident that sufficient data were available to' provide relative
rankings for the given environmental problems. This implies that a higher level of
imprecision or l1:ncertainty is acceptable, for comparative risk ranking and pri<?rity
setting -than would, be the case for risk assessillent designed to set regulatory
standards.
, The public has shown, considerable reluctance, to make trade-offs in terms of costs ,
and benefits when considering environmental problems. Kunreutherand Patrick
(Ibid.) suggest that one reason for this may be the disagreements between experts
as to the nature of risks (for example, disagreements over toxic' levels for chemicals).
Another reason is the public distrust of experts arising from situations where experts
have been shown to be fallible or just plain 'wrong. Greater respect and trust
between experts and the public.needs to be established before the public will accept
the types of trade-offs that are required to enhance environmental protection and
enhancement procedures and hence take the action~ needed.
The trust issue is important for compara!ive risk assessment from the perspective
that the public' is being asked to accept that not all' environmental issues can be
addressed adequately at the same time. How can it be determined where people
.,
accept and trust' the necessity for setting priorities?

.

",
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None of the sub-committees for either project seemed to be comfortable with the
original 31 problem areas selected. It may.'be tQ.at the problem areas need
be
defined ·separately for each particular risk group being considered. A further step
would be to attempt to find overlaps and comparisons between the problem areas.

to

•

S

.

.

The individual sub-committees were given clear specific objectives that they were, .
on the whole, successful iIi aChieving. It is noteworthy thatallthe recommendations
report a need for more data and improved methodologies.
.
The relative risk reduction project was conducted in parallel with a series of pilot
projects in three of iheEPAFederal regions and several states. Projects in all 10
of the Federal regions have now been completed ·anda number of State projects
. have also ·been undertaken: Some larger cities have performedarialyses. The
following chapter describes some of the approaches taken arid· the problems faced
·in attempting to iinplement the Unfinished Business and Relative risk report
recommendations ..

. {",
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CaAPTER 4·

· Applications·

In this chapter a numQer of applications of the comparative fisk assessment (CRA) ,
approach to environmental risk management are reviewed.
Three regional CRA projects sponsored by the EPA beganin 1987;.88, and'a fl,lrther
four in 1988-89. Three of these projects are reviewed here, Washington, Vermont
and New England. The original objectives of the&e projects were to attempt to
calibrate the results of the natiomd study, (Unfinished. Business) and to provide ,a
mechanism for regional planning processes. ,
. .
The Washington State project is given inost emphasis' since 1 was (as mentioned
earlier) fortunate enough to be able to discuss this project with Philip Miller who.
. . was dir:ectly involved in the project. Philip was able'to provide me with information
.concerning ongoing work in the Washington State Department of Ecology as well
as a project undertaken by theqty of Seattle. .
.
This chapter is not· concerned with the particular ranking results produced by the
anaJyses. hi each case, the objectives of the stu'dy are described, the processes that
were applied are outlined· and an evaluation of the results given. . Particular
differences between' projects will 'be emphasised~
In the last section of this chapter the approach taken by Washington· State
Department
of Ecology to linking the
approach toenvironmental management
.
· with their own internal strategic .planning isdiseussed..
"\

4.1

.

eRA

.

.

Washington State
.

.

The Washington.Environment 2010 project was inaugurated in 1988 as'an "exercise
in erivironmental ark building;' (Environment 2010: the s,tate of the :e'nvironment . ,
· report 1989). One of the key factors in the success of this project was the personal
involvement and commitment of the then State Governor, Governor Booth
· Gardner, and The Director of the Department. ~f Ecology, Christine Gregoire.
.

.

'

-

,

.

In December 1988 the Washington Environment··2010 Advisory Committee was
. established by Governor's Executive Order.. It included directors of 13 state
agencies and representatives from two federal agencies: . The project was conceived
· as a process with four components: analysiS, vision, outreach and action.
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.,

.

.

The analysis phase was translated' as an information and, evaluation exercise 'to,
identify and assess ~nvirqnmental issues ,and the condition of. the 'State's
environmental resources.' The' output from this first phase"wasa State of. the'
Environment report (Environment 2010: the state of the environment). It was
designed to be' the first of a periodic series (of which the second ,is due out shortly).
In.this report the environmental is~uesiri the State of the Environment report were
grouped into six major groups: air, water, land, wetlands, fish and shellfish, and
wildlife. For air pollutants, criteria (those for which national health standards are
established) and non-criteria' pollutants were assessed in terms of their effe<:;t on
human health and effect on plants~ wildlife and ecological systems. Point sources
and non-point
sources
were examined' in terms of the major pollutants.
'
.
<
Water issues included both quantitY, the availability of water w.hen and where it is
needed, and quality. Water quality is important in terms of human health arid
ecological well-being.
'
Land use issues were balanced between human needs and: wildlife and ecological,
needS. The State's land resources were divided into agricultural uses, forestry, range
and recreation. Balances need to be struck betWeen the different major uses, while
issues such as erosion, overgrazing and 'ol(t growth' need to be addressed.
Recognition of the importance of wetlands, has' come too late for ,many fragiie
ecosystems. Washington Statehas a wide diversity of wetlands (fres4 and, salt)
'which are coming under increasing pressure from' other-land uses.
.
The management of fish and ,shellfish is sPlit between two agencies, representing
fislienes and wildlife.. Two major pres~ures on these resources' are degradation. and,
destruction of habitat,' and ievel of harVesting~ Similarly~ for Wildlife, the main issue
is the condition of the habitat. Land use factorS impinge directly on wildlife habitat
and affect survival of species.
In line with the results from both Unfinished Business and Relative risk, the
Washington Environment 2010' program eJq>lored the impact of· "cross-media
issues". . Environmental issues' seldom have an impact on only one area of the
environment. The major issues addressed in this context were pesticides which have
harmful effects on both humans and the environment, waste management; materials
storage, accidental releases, radioactive releases and litter.
As well' as describing, the environmental issues, the S!ate of. the Environment report
al~o attempteG an initial assessment of the issues and established some preliminary ,
priorities for actiori.
. ,
'
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· The. techni~al committee . for the project identified 23 major threats. for its CRA
which were considered in terms of three riskrypes: human health risk, ecological
risk and economic risk.. Ecological risk aPpears to be consistent with the Unfinished
Business report, however, welfare risk appears to be incompletely covered under
the straight economic risk category.
, . .
.

.

Because of the short time frame, theCRA analysis used only secondary data. Areas.
where the data available were of poor quality or simply unavailable in the required
form were noted. The data used were treated as the 'best available' andliIrtitations.
. were acknowledged.
After the establIshment and analysis of the 23 major threats, a Public Advisory
· Committee :was briefed in detail· on the risk· analysis and was ·asked to· prepare the
preliminary list of risk management priorities for action.. This committee included·
educators, farmers,business people, legislators; environmental advocates and others .
.Six factors w~re ,used to compare and categorise the threats. They were: .
1 . the relative human health risks associated-with the threat,
2. the risks to ecological systems assodated)vith the threat, .
3.- the threat's potential for causing economic daniages;
4. ' -the apparent trend the· threat appears to be following, _
5.' the'manageabilityof the threat, and
6. personal and professional judgment.
The result of this exercise was a list of threats divided into Jive separate ,categories
based on their priority for action. For example, the first group, which included
ambient air pollution, point' source discharges to water, and non point source
discharges to water, was established as "Priority level 1".
Threats were not ranked within the prioritY-level categori,es. ,
Although' the CRA part Qf the project was treated as a preliniinary step it was a
very important one. It is only when an attempt is made to perform the, analysis that·
the full requirements for data and methodology can be assessed and determined. ,
This type of analysis must be viewed as a dynamic process or a continuously
· evolving process to which there is no 'correct' answer. '
The State of the Environment report (SER) tackled the 'analysis' phase of the
process envisaged as Washington Environment 2010. It also served as afoundation
for 'vision' and 'outreach'.
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The SER was released in OctolJer 1989, and it was followed in July 1990 by ,
Toward' 2010: an environmental action agenda. This second report, which included
aspects of vision and 'action',was prepared through an extensive 'outreach' process
and was an attempt to' provide approaches 'and standards 'for tackling the'
environmental problerilsestablished and ptioritised in the first report. Theprocess
used to determine the actions and targets in the ,"action agenda" included extensive'
public consultation with interest groups and judividuals.Workshops were held in
dIfferent parts of the State' and attracted wide interest. Pamphlets and fact sheets
'
were some of the'other information channels employed.
In October 1990 the first stage of the process was completed when the Environment
2010 action agend~ was incorporated into E~ecutive Order EO 90-06. This
Executive Order i,ncluded a, requirement for biennial State of the' Environment
'
reports to be publisb,ed.
It is sometimes difficult to. maintain the momentuin in projects of this nature, "

especially in the area of public interest. Impleinentation of most recommendations
is highly decentralised by design and is proceeding successfully. The Washington
Sta~e Department of Ecology publishes a riewsletter that invites public contribution,
incorporates issues of public, int~rest and concern, and is 'generally designed 'to
maintain public interest. ' Other publications of the Department of Ecology reinforce "
the theme of direct public involvement'in decision-making processes. '
,!,hesecond SER is due out in early 1992 and will include a progress report on
actions taken to implement the "Action Agenda". This is an interesting departure
from normal State of the'Environment reporting which has traditionally been of a
more objective form, concentrating on statistical reporting al~ne.
"',
" The next stage in the process of managingenvirbnmental risk is to examine' the
tools available to the decision maker. In most cases, legislation has been viewed as
, ,the most :appropriate means of establishing and maintaining policies and
, programmes concerned with or directed at environmental quality. Washington State
is now establishing and implementing legislation covering aspects of air quality,
water resources' conservation, energy strategies, transportation manageinent,
environmental education and sustainable agriculture. The use of economic
incentives' (economic instruments)'to ,encourage envirompentalprotection is being
'
explored.

4.2

Vermont

The material presented here is derived. from Environment 1991: risks to Vermont
, and Vermonters (Vermont Agency of Natural Resources 1991). The goals of the
projeCt, planned to be undertaken over a two-year period, were to: '
'
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1. develop a more accurate understanding of the risks posed by Vermont's'
environmental problems,
2. share that information with Vermonters, and
3. use that shared understanding to reduce

risks~,

Three types of risk were considered: risk to ~cosystems, risk to human health, .and
risk to Vermonters' quality of life.
The project was constructed as a' two-phase process. The specific objectives of,
'Phase 1 were to:
. 1.. ,identify the most serious environmental problems,
2. identify Vermonters' values relating to ,environmental risks, .
3. estimate the risks posed by each environmental problem, and
4. rank the problems in order of the seriousness of the risks.
The project ,was initiated by the Secretary of the Agency of Natural Resources and·
was funded, by the EPA. .A Public Advisory Committee of 16 people was set .up;
and background information: for this group was· provided by three technicaf work '
groups, supplemented by consult!lnts. Public outreach w~s an important .component
of the program.
.
,
Working with a wide range of experts, the technical··work groups established a list,
of 17 problem areas., At. the same time, the Advisory Committee .conducted a series,
. of public fora to determine the issues of greatesJ concern to the public. The final
grouP. of problems for consideration was established by the Advisory Committee
who added four problems and subtracted one from the technical work groups'
recomInendations.
Methods and criteria for analysis were developed by the technical workgroups then·
,data were collected and analysed and the information circulated as widely as
possible. Finally the technical work 'grOJ.lpS ranked the proqlems and ,presented'
theirjudgment to the Advisory Committee. The Advisory COllmiittee met to review"
the data and rankings and then applied its own' aggregated ranking process. In the .
final report three members of the committee noted personal disagreement ,with
some, of th~ final rankings.
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, Seven recommendations w~re made as a result of this process. They were that:
1. ,the primary 'goal of Vermont's environmental policy should be to
to ecosystems, human health, and Vermonters' quality of life,

red~ce

risks

'

2. Vermont's state and local' officials should ,provide more information about
environmental risks to the public at iarge, and should present it in terms that the
public can understand,
3. Vermont's policy makers and officials should be explicit, about uncertainty
whenever they discuss environmental risks with the public, stating both what is
known and what many be suspected but not proven,
.
.
, 4. Vermont's environmental policy should place as much imporhmce on reducing
risks to· ecosystems as it does on redudng risks to human health,
'
,

..

5. Vermonters should seek ways to. reduce risk to the people and environment of
Vermont, and.to the human and natural communities with which they share or.
will share the planet,
6. Vermont's environmental policy should place particuiar emphasis on maintaining
or enhancing the state's bio-diversityand" the Integrity of #s ecological
, cOmnlunities, and
.
7. Vermonfsenvironmentalpolicies should value natural resources notjus~ at their
,'
market prices,' but also for their'long-term social and, ecological' i1I1:portance.
.
)

. . . . ,

. It is perhaps iriteresting to note in comparison to the Washington State project that

the most, important environmental problem areas for :Vermont were considered to
be global climate change and .indoor air pollution.
The second stage of this project should be~ welL underway. The objectives of
Phase 2, as stated in the Phase 1 report, are to:
1. decide which nsks to address,

2. develop action plans to reduce those risks,
3. ,develop ongoing monitoring programs.to see if the risks are being reduced
'effectively, and
' ,
,
4. prepare the way for a similar two-phase evaluation in 1995 and 1996.
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4.3

New England

, The"New England study was one of the three pilot projects' by USEPA's 10 regional
offices, and was one of the first projects llndertaken; concurrently with the Relative
risk project. It evolved around the concept of 'residual risk' or "the risk posed by
,problem' given current l~vels of control" '(a similar approach to that used in,
Unfinished Business). The group undertaking this project consisted of 35 people '
, representing different e~vironmental programs and expertise Within the U~EPA
regional office. The group was divided into three work groups, studying public
, health risks, ecological risks an'd risk management factors. The methodology used
,was described by the group as "systematically generating informed judgments".

a

,

,

Twenty-four problem areas were defined'to correspond with existing, EPA programs
or statutes, and'these were assessed for public health risks (cancer and non-cancer
heaJth risks) and ecological risks. Risk management factors such as public
participation, avaiiableresources, legal authority, available techn.ology and economic
impact, were, also considered. The risks were analysed separately and no attempt'
w~s made to weight the risks.
The list of problem areas chosen was similar to" that, used by the' Unfinished
Business project, modified slightly for regional concerns by the addition of lead
exposure (a, significant public pealth problem iii New England),'asbestos exposure
and lakes, ponds and impoundments. Some areas considered to be important but "
not within th~ jurisdiction of regional authorities were excluded.
Both work groups attempted to use existing data and ,to point out areas of
lim.itation. Estimates of uncertainty a~d the percentage of the problem covered
were included and, where possible"sources of risks (pathways and stresses) were
identified.
.

'"

The procedure involved technical work group members, EPA headquarters staff and '
consultants. Information and analysis generated were presented to the group who '
undertook the process of ranking the' problem areas.
'
The methodology followed for 'public health' risk 'assessment was similar to that '
applied to Unfinished Business. The report acknowledged that the most difficult.
part of the process was the combining of the separaterankings for cancer and non-'
cance~ risk into a composite ranking, because of the implicit weightilJgs required.
, A semi-quantitative approach similar to that used for the Unfinished Business
report was, adopted for the aSsessment of ecological risk.
The, innovative Jeattire of this project involved the use of a Risk Management Work
Group, which developed and applied its own methodology to assess and evaluate
risk management issues. The factors chosen for evaluation were public perception, '
'available resources, economic impact, effective teGhnology and legal authority
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" (12 factors were initially considered but were reduced, to five). Ranking criteria for
each factor were assessed for each problem on a scale of 1 (relatively difficult to
manage) to ~ (relativelyea'sy to manage). Group discussion was used to adjust the
, ,rankings :for consistency between the '.five factors. ,The results were ,-presented to
,allow the reader to compare -th,e original ranking (by the groups, specifically
. assessing the factor) and the' a~justed' ranking after discussion by the full work
group.
, The risk managemeht w'ork group did not atte~pt to combine the rankmgs, for the
five factors into a single ranking.
The "lessons learnt" from' this application were presented as a series qf "broad
,'observations".
1.

the process of this project is as vaiuable as the results (in terms of planning),

2.

the risk reduction project is a first step towards developing a moreamilytical
approach to planning and priority setting (in Region I),

3. '

the' inconsistency, of probl~m definitions complicated the a?alysis,

4.

regional data are often inaccessible,

5.

rartkingis easiest when there are good supporting data, more difficult'when
we had to rely on,best professional judgment and most difficult when values
and personal judgment entered into the, ranking,

6.

, high ranking public health problems in general differ from high ranking
ecological problems,
,

,

'

7.

tankings pased solely on residual risk given present exposu.re pattern -may ,
underestimate the importance of ground water as an environmental resource.

8.

the effectiveness of ongoing base programs has a great impact o~ the relative'
ranking results,

9.

the results' of the Unfinished Business project and this projeCt are similar, '
except for the treatment of ground
water, and,
-

.

,

,

.

10.

.

,

-

.

the Risk Management W'ork Group results are the key elements linking the
ecological and ,public health rankings to the regio~1al planning process..
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The New England project was being undertaken at about the same time as the
Relative risk project. Therefore both of them are derivedJrom the ~aine base. It
'is notable that the' New England group, was prepared to combine the cancer and
'non~cancerhealth ,risks, (although 'admitting difficulty), whereas the Relative risk ,"
group was hesitant to do so;
"
,
On the basis of availabie information 'it is not possible to establish whether or not
the results of this project have been tr~nslated into action targets.

4.4

The City of Seattle

,

"

In October, 1991 the City of Seattle published a report entitled Environm~ntal risks
in Seattle: 'a comparative assessment (C~ty of Seatt1eOffice -for Long-range
Planning 1991). The project manager for the City had previously worked with
Washington Environment 2010.,
. '
The project was constructed similarly to the Washington ' State and Vermont
applications., A te~hnical advisory. committee with four sub-groups was established
, and this was overseen by a public advisory committee.
The City sought to address five key issues:
1. the needJor improved cohesion and co-ordination among local, state and federal
environmental agencies,

2. the need to set clear environmental priorities in light of budget constraints,
,

,

,

3., , concern about growth and its i~pacts on the environment,
4. the need to adjust to the changing nature of environmental challenges facing the
City, aIid
5. concern about, the City's, expanding role in implementing and paying for'
environmental proteCtion.
Budgetary goals were more explicitly stated in this project than in the State and,
Federal area projects. ,
Environmental problem areas were. grouped and.,studied by four technical work
groups responsible for air issues, water issues, land issues and tross:-media issues. ,',
Three' types of risk were considered: human health, ecological and quality of life.
The criteria used to rank the ,problem areas addressed by the groups in each risk'
type were:

1. the relative illagnitudeof the problems,

2. the 'need for further action (considering. the relative risk and adequacy of
. on-going efforts to reduc(! that risk), and,
3. the City's relative ability to solve the .problems.
The rankings in all three types of risk considered were aggregated to a single
ranking within each issue area. It is not clear how this aggregation process was
achieved. Rankings of problems for the three risk types are ~ot presented.
The material in the report represented the findings of the tec4nical work groups
· under the' umbrella of the Technical Advisory Committee. The next step win
· irivolve review bythe Public Advisory Committee. It is not clear if the public will .
be directly involved in this process. Once the review is completed an environmental
action plan will be established by mid-1992 that will influence the' city's ,budget
process and decisions.
'

4.5

CharaCteristic features

One of the impQrtant findings coming out of the Federal area and State projects is
that environmental priorities are different in different parts of the United States.
, Therefore, it is appropriate that the process of these CRA projects. should reflect
local expectations and differences. This is particular important because of the local
social and political support required' to implement the findings.
.

'

.

· Some of the different characteristics of the approaches are noted ·here .

. Washington State project
1. An overall ranking combining allrisk types was not attempted by the Technical
Committee c ;t was completed by the Steering and Public Advisory Committees.
.

.

2. DeCisions were made by consensus, during joint meetings of the Steering
Committee of agency leaders and the Public Advisory Committee representing'
'.
diverse constituencies.
'
3. The public was directly involved in the decision-making process.
4. Theabilhy to mange the risk was one of the criteria used in 'the. assessment.
S. An action plan was prepared and is being implemented.

· 6. Anew SER is being prepared.
7. There has been strong political support for the project's principles andprocess~
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Vermont project

1. Rankings were made individually in each' of the three 'risk' categories and then
a combinedJ;isk ranking was attempted.
-

,

2. Problems were ranked -ordinally for the individual risks but in five categories for
the aggregated ranking.
-.

..

.

3. - Risks to quality of life were considered directly.
-

-

4. The technical work groups and the Public Advisory Group functions were well
delineated and separated. The effective veto power given, to the Public Advisory
Group emphasises the judgmental nature of the eRA process.,
'

S. An action plan is being prepared.
6. A revision of the'process is planned:,

New England project
1. Risks were assessed separately: no attempt was made to compare between risks, '
and no attempt was made to add risks for a problem type.
-2. - Present, and future - effects were estimated, and future' effects were not
discounted.

3. Cancer and 9Qn~cancer health risk ranki:ngs were combined into a single
composite ranking.
4. The concept ,of risk management 'was explicitly introduced by a Risk
Management Work Group.
5. No specific attempt was made to incorporate the- public (although the public
, perception factor analysis did involve some public input).
'
-6., Quality of life ordired welfare risks were -'not included.

City of Seattle project
1. Three types of risk were considered for four differ,ent groups of problems (note
- that the Washington State project grouped prol?lems by issue to construct the
SER report, but 'ranked all problem areas together).
2. Aggregate rankings over all risks were presented for each group of problems. ,

3. Risk to quality Qflife was, considered -explicitly.
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4.6

,

Risk assessment and risk ranking

Little has been said in this chapter about th~ particular niethods used to assesS and
rank risk. .' The material published by Wa'shington State and the City of Seattle
concentrates on process and'is not explicit about methodology. Washington State
genenilly followed EPA risk assessment niethodologies as they existed at the time,
with adaptions as. required for the specific application.
For the Vermont study, the methods used to assess cancer risk followed the EPA
guidelines, and the no-threshold assumption. Similarly for non-cancer healtll risks,'
EPA' guidelines were followed.' Cancer potency factors were used for carcinogens,
and reference doses for non-carcinogens. These were- combined with exposure
estimates and estimated numbers exposed to produce 'population risk'estimates.
Environmental risk estimation u~ed four factors: structure, function, recovery time,
and space or scale. Problem areas were divi'ded into 'stressors-' and analysed the .
effects of each stressor on the different types of Vermont ecosystem. These results
were .plotted against recovery time and scale factors. Seven criteria were used to
evaluate or assess· risks, to quality of life. These were grouped as aesthetics;
economic well-being, fairness, future· generations, peace of mind, recreation, and
sense of community. Subjectivejudgments and weightings·were an intrinsi<: part of
this process. .
. ,
The Vermont integrated ranking'was established during a series of open sessions of -~
the Public Advisory Comrpittee. Recourse was made to the results of the
'Vermqnters' priorities que,stiomiaire' circulated by the Business Roundtable.
Personnel judgment and beliefs were the main criteria ,used. The group agreed
. strongly in certain areas such a~ a senSe of obligation to futuregenetations, arid that '
natural systems are more than just resources for human uS.e. However, there was
disagreement about the relative importance of human health risk' and ecosystem
risk.
The methods' used by the New England eRA project are stated as being similar to
that used by the EPA forUntinished Business except in the case of the Risk
Management Work Group, where a new .methodology was required. This is
described well in the reports.
.
The perceived'lack of methodology was expressed by many of the technical work
groups associated with CRA projects. Since the completion of the Relative risk
report EPA has commenced the huge task of establishing methodologies in a
document entitled' the Roadmap that sets Out. appropriate methodologies for
assessing risks in different categories. This .document is teyiewed iiI Chapter 5.
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, '4.7

Strategic planning and management

In most cases, the EPA has used'the eRA approach in terms of examining 'risk
according to current levels of control (the residual risk concept). Whereas it is '
difficult to try to turn the clock back to imagine the situatioIi'if certain base controls
were not in place, it should be recognised that in many Cases vast amounts of effort
and resources are achieving relatively minor reductions of risk. In some cases this
lack of impact" is the result of historical factors, related to previous levels of
knowledge, and in other cases it is politica1ly related.
'
,

,

The important point about the general eRA approach is that although it is
" described asa 'science;..based approach' all reports on applications have noted the
importance of professional judgment, particularly in the ranking processes. This is
not a contradiction; rather it is a recognition that science is not a purely quantitative
'game'. Good science ipvolves professioriais using their experieli~e to assess and,
evaluateinform~tion and to ma,ke decisions based on that experience.
Comparative risk assessment is not new.. Nor is it applicable only to the evaluation,
of environmental rIsk.
It is a valuable management tool for the systematic

of disparate

informatio~.

asses~ment

and communication

'

The Washington State Department of Ecology has recognised this wider perspeCtive
of eRA and is planning to link the Environment ~010 project objectives and process,
to its own internal planning and m~nagement process.
The comprehensive pl~mningsectiotl of the Department of Ecology has designed an
, approach consisting of four parts: mission planning, strategic planning, biemiial
operations planning, and monitoring and evaluation. These four components are'
closely linked together.
Mission planning focuses on 10ng~teJm goals established at an agency-wide' level.
The Mission Statement' of the Department is: ,
"to protect, preserve an'd enhance Washington's environment and
promote the wise management of our air, landdnCt water for the benefit,
of current and future generations".
"The goals established as a means of achieving this mission are also, derived from
vision statement contained :in the Environment 2010 action plan. They emphasise
the need for prevention and conservation. "Strategic planning establishes strategies
for accomplishing the goals that are in many. cases directly linked tothe broad
action recomlTIendations of Environment 2010. ' These objectives entail establishing ,
long:-, medium,. and short.:.term objectives and success measures for each program
of the Department. They provide the link between long-term planning and the'
, ' 43

biennial planning process required for internal budgetary and management'
'processes.
Linking internal strategic planningpro~esses to Environmerit~2010 has important
advantages to the, Department allowing it to uSe the medium of the SER to reevaluate its own internal goals and achievement of. objectives in terms of
environmental results over time. It is expected that the whole process .of '
establishing vision, analysing problems, setting priorities using eRA, and determining
recommended actions will need to be revisited periodically (ie. every five to six
years).
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·CHAPTER 5'

The Roadmap

, The~ethoqologies used in eRA projeCtsa,re not firmly established and most groups
[undertaking these applications have expressed concern about the apparent lack of
. established methodology and the inconsistendes inherent in the appruc1cpes that are
currently being used. Therefore, the EPA has produced a document entitled a:
Roadmap (EPA 1991) (currently available in draft form only) that describes some
,of the 'best', available methodologies.
The statedplirposeof. the Roadmap document is "to serve as. a guide to
environmental protection and natural resource organisations planning 'to conduct
comparative risk projects". The intended audience is environmental agepcies within
the United States, and overseas. '
The remainder of this Chapter briefly describes the contents of the Roadmap
. document under chapter headings and titles, and concludes· with a brief summary ,
statement. Personal comments are included in italics.
'

Chapter 1:

Introduction

This chapter provides a summary of the purpose of the Roadmap, a des,cription" and
some notes about the\\Tay in which the Roadmap was produced.
Organisat~onal. structure· and process

Chapter' 2:

The recommendations forperson~el include a project manager" a Steering
Committee~ a' Public Advisory Committee and a' seri~sof 'Technical' Work groups.

,,Chapter 3:

General analytical issues,
.

.

Chapter 3 is concerned witli 'ground ,rules' including establishing consistent sets of,
definitions a~d analytical goals.
People

~orkip.g. on

,these types of projects are likely to come from very different
background~ with' different personal/professional, goals and experience. ' There is no'
single 'right way' of approaching eRA. However, it is important that wjthin a CRA
project there should be clear understanding of the issues and ,approach.
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,

'

The Roadmap notes that traditionally three types of risk have been considered:
human health· risks,ecological risks, and .social and economic effects. . The
Roadmap document states tliat all of these risks should be considered as otherWise.
distortions are likely.
. The document lays out a set of principl~s ()r "amilytical goals" that are stated as .
. crucial. They are consistency, explicitness, effjciency, coherence (of all the parts)
and relevance to the organisational goals.
.
· Each organisation undertaking CRA is likely to have different specific goals and
·objectives. Each project, therefore,'needs to be designed with these in mind. There
should be.two main aims for any eRA project: the first is to assess.and tank the
risks, and the second is to· determine strategies for reducing fisk. These two .
components are referred tc here as risk assessment and risk management and are
clearly delineated.
'
.

,

The reason given for this separation i~' that the risk assessment process should be
kept as "objective and scientific as possible". It is, however, acknowledged that
"substantial use of judgmeIlt is inevitably necessary" in ~he assess~ent and rankin,g
process.
The Roadmap ·recommends. that the scope 'of the CRA project be defined in line
with the project objectives. This will require consideration of the temporal and
geographic hound~ries of the problem and is essential for. the establishment of the
problem areas. There is a question with respect to theEP A-sponsored projects as
to whether areas beyond the regulatory scope of the EPA should be included.
Further, a difficult' problem may be to determine whether risks should be assessed
in the light· of current controls -especially a~ a prerequisite is· an open mind.
Problem areas sho~Ild be defined in line with project objectives. Six different ways
of delineating problem' areas' are listed: along, organisational lines, by source type,
. '.' by pollutant or stressor,by aff~cted resource, by geographic area and by economic .
· seCtor.. The>choice will depend upon the nature of the project and will to some .
extent be determined by the types of risk that are chosen.
'
Desirable characteris~ics ofprobleni areas are:
1. comprehensiveness,
. 2.a consistent level of aggregation,
3. minimum o"erlap,
4.. ,ease of analysis,

·5:

ease of implementation, and.

6. ease of communication with the public.

In practise, 'j believe that it'important that .the subjectivity of the eRA be
explicitly established.
. .
!"

. Perhaps' more importantly; the risk assessment (ranking) and risk
management phases. are separable .,because; different groups of analysts
and decision m(lkers will be involved. It·.·may 'be desirable. to. inciude ,
~ome overlap, but in general, the assessment phase will be undertaken by
technical experts, whereas .. the management phase will be the
responsibility of deciSion makers (publiC involvement may occur in bpth
phases).
.
'

.

.

' .

'

Some oJthe issues that require further investigation ,are whether rankings
.. should be combined across risk categories, and how to deal with differing
uncertainties in the ranking process. It is unlikely that any definitive
approach will be developed that will provide solutions to all the problems
associated with these issues. .Tlufrefore, open. acknowledgement of the
difficulties and the bicorporation of uncertainty estimates into. rankings
'
.. ' .
are important.

..
,

" Chapter 4:· Assessment of environmental risks to human health
The next three ,chapters describe methodologies for assessing.,specific
risks~ . Recommendations as to the type of data to, be collected are'

'included. Rather than describing the methods here some.of the. issues to
be considered when discussing risk types are introduced. ,
, .

.Whilst it is acknowledged that the relationship between cause and effect may not
be clear, theRoadmap groupvbelieves that recordedincidenced~ta are. likely to be
bettertllan calculated incidence'data whenestimaling health risks. Two other
,approaches are extrapolation frornexisting data a.nd the estimation of risk based on
. modelling at individual sites. Whenever estimating health risk the availability 'of '
data will be
determining factor for the method.

the

There are four steps involved in human health risk analysi~: hazard identification,
dose-response assessment, .exposure assessment,.and risk characterisation: This last
step involves combining the information from the first three steps before ranking the
problem areas. Risk characterisation· for, cancer risk and non~cancer risk is
discussed separately. Individual risk and population risk are also calbilated
separately for. cancer risk.
.
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It is, recommended that the ranking process initially be undertaken by the technical

workgroups who have established the risk assessments, since they are more fully
informed about the uncertainty involved and the quality of the estimates. It may be .
appropriate for the ranking to be performed ,by a composite group of decision
makers and .technical experts. '
'
A series of factors to be considered· for the risk-ranking process are listed and
discussed.. For cancer risk ranking .these include specifically cancer incidence 'and'
individual risk. Factors to' becorisidered in non-cancer risk' ranking· are the
magnitude of the reference dose exceedance and the number of people exposed.
Factors comm'on to both ranking processes are: the size of the sensitive subpopulation, the severity of-the health effects, (known) omissions in the analysis, the·
quality of the data and the analysis, and other uncertainties. ,
~
The. thorny question of wh0+her to combine cancer and non-cancer health risks··
remains. It is suggested that such a combined ranking would be more useful from
a planning perspective' than individual rankings and more consistent with the.·
'ecological and welfare risk approaches. Two broad approaches are described, both
rely heavily on judgment and value issues.
Methodologtes for ,estimating and assessing human health risks ar~ well
known and commonly~ed in many contexts. ' Therefore this Chapter .
has a significantly quantitative baSe. In general, the main .limitation is
likely to be the quantity and quality of data available. In terms of
combining. rankings, .I have some concern about' whether this is
appropriate or not. It is probably best left to the specific application with
consideration of who (is' doing the ranking) and when (it best fits into,
the process).
'
,
'.

Chapter 5:'
•

'"

Comparative ecological risk assessment
.•

.

.

I

\

The process of estimating ecological risk is technical and complex. An important
distinction between the estimation of potential impacts (due to physical overlap of
.stressors and receptors) and actual risk and .impacts (requiring exposure of a
receptor to a,stressorY's made. It is the former that is being estimated in this case.
Two options as to a means of deriving an' ecological classification system are
described: the eco-region approach proposed by the EPA Environmental Research
Lab()ratoryin Corvallis, Oregon, and an ecosystem approach based on existing land
use patterns.
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Once the set of problem areas is selected then a set of physical and biological
stressorsnee'ds to be identified and analysed. This set, that" may for practical
purposes be a subset of a full set of stress'ors~ provides the base for determining end '.
effects on ecological receptors.
.
'.
The evaluation process is complex and requires considerable recourse to'
professional judgment, particularly when it is necessary to extrapolate effects.
The set 'of ~ecommended evaluative' crit~ria includes: area of impact,severityof
impact, reversibility of impact, .uncertaintyand1 optionally, the ecological value of
the ecosystem. and the geographic scale of the inipacts.
.' .'
.
. The' recommended .approach to .ranking ·is described as the semi-quantitative
approach. The effects of the selected stressors on each ecosystem or ecoregion are
evaluated according to the above set of criteria which results ina score for each
. stressor within a problem area. Risks from all stress9rs are then aggregated (using
a variety Of anaJytical approaches ) arid modified. to reflect the" amount of the
problem 'area not covered. The resultant matrix of aggregate risks by problem area
and ecosystem or ecoregion is used for ranking.
.
This chapter also points oUt the importanceo!risk·communication and
makes somepra.ctical suggestio1}sabout the type of information that·
should be communicated,· and ways 'Of approaching presentation and
communication.
Chapter 6:

Welfare effects

The chapter discusses ecoIlomic effects as those soCial effects to which a monetary .
value can be attributed, l whereas' social costs are damages to which no monetary
value can be attributed (it is noted that Vermont used the term 'risks to quality of
life').
.
...
.
The Chapter is divided into five sections:
1. direct measures of economic damage,

2. alternative measures of economic damage,'
3. special cases and analytic
issues,. ,
.
;

4. , establishing a social and economic damages

ranki~g,

and

5. illustrative examples of economic damage assessment.

1

Washington S'tate Energy Offkeis making a co~siderable effort to quantify environmental
, va'iues'in monetary terms as part of an attempt to incorporate environmental costs into
energy planning.
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,

,

In the first two sections commonmethoaologies includingnon-market valuation
techniques are disc'Qssed' and examples given. Economic losses due to decreased
property value and the economiC cost of restoring contaminated resources are
included.
Under special 'cases,' two issues are introduced: (I), the need for procedures to '
incorporate future damages into an annual ,damage estimate (some environmental
problems may have huge future cost, and (2) how to assess in ·economic terms the
services provided by complex ecosystems.
The problem of establishing a s()cial and economic damages ranking is likely to be
. complicated'by the considerable uncertainty associated with the estimated economic
damages data. It is noted also that ranking these dollar values excludes social
damages. A series of "qualitative adjustments" or criteria to be incorporated in the
ranking process is:,equity issues, reversibility, geographic extent of damage and
effects on lbcal economies; This list is not exhaustive and the criteria selected will
on lOcal objectives and 'social conditions.
depend
.
.
The problems associated with incorporating all the information to provide a ranking'
of welfare risks requires consideratIon of the interpretation of complex, ovetlapping
dollar damage estimates, the synthesis of q'!lantitative and qualitative information,
and', the orm.nisation of the information, into a forrimt 'suitable for presentation' to
decision makers. '
This latter point is crucial to all risk-based decision making.
The last section of thi~ Chapter provides some specific examples' of economic
damag,e caiculations.

Chapter 7:. ' : International application of the, comparative risk assessment
methodology

This Chapter begins by addressing" why' other countries seek to apply, this
. methodology. All countries face environmental choices of different kinds and the
eRA approach can be applied to a number of different issues and fora number of ,
different purposes.

be

There are 'likely to
significant diff~rences in the approach takeri to eRA' in
different countries as also occurs within the United States., There will be variations
in problem: areas, data, specific objectives and institutional structures.
A section on Project Development is included. This is not restricted tointernational·
projects, but contains elements that require consideration for any similar type of
project or analysiS.
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Methodologi~s

appropriat¢ to the United States may not be appropriate in other
countries for a number .of reasons, including availability of data and social and
cultural.conditions.
ThiS Chapter is important because it addresses some of the philos~phical
questions that. must be addressed when initiating any eRA project. The
questions and issues raised are not unique tointemational projects and
should be the subject of debate for all applications.

Chapter 8:

Risk management

In the version of the. draft Roadmapdocuinent available to this study, Chapter 8 .
.appears in rough outline form.
.

.

.

,Risk maIlagement is described as that process where "one decides whafto do about
the environmental problems that have been evaluated arid ranked during the risk
assessment phase""
.
It is likely that, the people involved in this phase: will be different to those involved
. in the earlier assessment. phase. Although risk management does not involve any
re-ranking of tbe problem areas it may require consideration of further criteria such
as available resources and. general ability to do anything about the problem areas.
The, priorities' set for action may be different ftom the assessed rankings .

.The' objectives of the risk management process should ideally be e~tablished before
commencing the CRA,. arid a process. for linking the two phases should be .
, considered. .Risk management is a social process and should always include some
, form of publie involvement or debate (depending, on the scope of the process).
Consideration of the tools ayailable to risk managers is important. These may
include regulation, enforcement, economic incentives (economic instruments),
technical assistance and provision. of information. Other tools should be assessed
, where possible, .
The management process is crucial and its 'Output must inclUt!:e actions.
Some aspects of the process are subjective and evaluative, and .others
involve technical innovation (for risk reduction),· 'An 'action plan' must
inc{ude elements of monitoring to determine the effectiveness of the
applied strategies. '
.
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Final comment

The Roadmap is a well organised and carefully worded· document that will provide
auseful aid to groups intending to apply CRA.However,. there is a danger that this
type of' document can become a 'cookbook' thatis followed blindly in order to
achieve a predestinedconc1usion~ This is particularly a problem with ecological risk.
For this' reason, I believe that· Chapter 7, which addresses some philosophical
questions' and issues, is probably the most imp~rtant.
The methodologies presented for assessIng and ranking particular risk types are
derived from what is by now considerable eXperience in dealing With complex
systems problems.
Although :minor modifications will be required,: these
methodologies will provide a consistent base. for the process of environmental risk
assessment. It is likely that in the,United ~tates effort will now be directed towards
improving the quality of data required for implementing these approaches. '.
Comparative .risk assessment is not a static, one-shot techniql.le. As acknowledged, •
by the commitment made. by Washington State to regular· pr()duction and
,publication of SERs, it must be an on-going, regularly updated process. The
resources required to undertake .such.studies are considerable. Decisions about
commitment to such a process must therefore include careful considetation of its
objectives and the required and available resources.
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CHAPTER.(i
Comp~rative

. risk asse-ssment - as a tool forenviroriniental risk

management

The experience of the United States hasshowllthat the adoption of a Science-based risk comparison, methodology is_ appropriate to setting priorities for action for
managing (and -reducing) environmental risk.·' The projects· undertaken by the
l]SEPA have demonstrated that the approach can also be applied at different
institutional levels and that in co-operation with local intetestgroups and individuals
for reducing environmental risk.
.'
it is possible to set targets
.
~

,

.

The applications and research to date have also :shown that there are a number of
different ways of approaching eRA _as described .in Unfinished Business and
Relative risk. Two of the main difficulties noted in the original Unfinished Business
report were a lack of quality. data and a·lack of methodology. The EPA has made
a brave attempt to counter the latter deficiency in its most recent Roadmap
document, reviewed in Chapter 5. Data deficiencies can only be remedied over
time .
. More importantly it must be recognised that in many environmental problem areas
there willalways-be_ a lack of 'data to some degree, ··for example, incomplete
monitoring data, inconclusive· or non-existent epidemiological studies, lack of field
studies -confirming local ecosystem characteristics etc. Therefore, it may be better
if we apply Ollr scarce human resources to-the area of expert judgment. This will
only be successful if firstly, experts are willing- to use their judgment in areas where
-.. t1;ley may previously have felt reluctant, secondly, if the public are directly involved
in the process and, thirdly, if there is a political willingness to make basic changes
inthe way in which we manage s~arce environmental resources~
Unfortunately there' are still a - number of influential people within the US
administration and scientific hierarchy who view publit involvement in decisionmaking processes as a one-way street ,where the public is 'informed' and 'educated':.
For example, William K. Reilly (EPA, 1991) is quoted as saying "we inust improve
the translation of scientific knowledge into the vernacular of pOlitics and public .
opinion, to make rational risk assessment a part of every citizen's common sense"
(p.~.
. .
. Personally, I believe that risk assessment is part of every citizen's common sense and
that the inclusion of 'rational' is simply an attempt to imply that value judgments.
have no part in decision making~ In any case, this process of knowledge transfer is
only one side of the equation (does education imply rationality?). Risk management
is much more powerful and effective when it is applied as a co-operative _tool. It

is a means or. incorporating public beliefs and values into the decision-making
process.
.

"

.

'

.

In Ibid. ~ number of prominent members of the two USg~oups - leaders in' the
environmental field· and scientists - were asked to comment on two questions. The
. answers were published as a forum.·
'Environmentalists were. asked to address !he question:.
.

.

..

"Should Congress and by implicationEPA revise tlte current ordering of
the nation's environmenial program priorities to better match scientific
assessment of the' relative risk .of the . various threats to the
enVir01l,ment ?"

.

Scientists were posed the following:

HI;'

tlie science of estimatiilg risk'sufficiently advanced so that we Clm
rely on it to help order our priorities and allocate. resources for
.
environmentalprograms?"
Not unexpectedly a variety ofopinion was expressed ranging from. unqualified 'yes'
. to unqualified 'no'. The variety in response is perhaps an answer in itself..
In general; .. however, environmentalists qiscussing the policy implications
acknowledged. that "risk ~nalysis can't replacempral values",. and there was an
a,cceptance that there is a need to set priorities for action. Several commentators
stressed the point that prevention.is more important than risk. reduction (the
precautionary approach) arid that prevention cannot be considered directly within
the risk assessm ~nt Jramework. (As noted by Philip Miller,. prevention can . be a
response to:'·risk assessment and priority setting). There was .also a concern that
eRA approaches might lead to 'triage' for the' environment. .Triage may be
appropriat~ at cert~jn times, but it is Ii'ot a responsible long~term management
practice.
Nicholas Reding, Executive Vice President of Monsanto, summarised a number of
responses when he stated that;given an ideal world; the answer to the first question'
should be 'yes'. However, within the real world the answer must be 'yes, but',
hinging around the rewording of the second qllestion - "do we really have the ability .
.
to scientifically assess .relative risk?".. .
The scientists who dealt specifically with the question about· the quality of the
methodologies were also divided in their' response. and tended to .shy away from
their specific question and quaiify it with. the ethicalquestion. It was .clearly agreed
that eRA cannot solve. questions such as how much should be spent on the
environment and with what priority. At best, the methodologies can provide
informed guidance to decision· makers.
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.

.

Several scjentists brought up the problem of defining. the endpoints of the risk and .
the difficulties we have in defining end points for. human, risk (death, injuries?), let
alone ecplogical end points. It. was also' repeatedly acknowledged· that CRA is not
a purely scientific approach' and that if it Is to be used effectively j>olicymakers
muSt clearly understand its limitations.
.... .
'.
.
.

. .

So let us consider some ground rules.

Whaiis CRA?
According to the' EPA it is "a framework for' assessing· t?nvironmental ri$k issues and'
highlighting important differences among them that can help us establish priorities ..
and focus limited time and money where they are most needed". It is an analytical
process' invQlving' a set of methodologies for assessing and ranking environmental
risk
. .
. ,

'. What can CRA do?
Comparative risk assessment cart provide a systermi.tic approach and framework for
assessing'aJ?d comparing risks. The EPA approach focuses on the.basic 'obJectives
of environmental agencies at different .levels, describing these as:. the reduction of
risks to· human health' and ecolo~ical .systems" and the 'beneficiaf use~ of
environmental resources.
Because C~ takes a broad-based approach to assessing and compariI,lgrisks rather:
than focusing. on specific . problem areas or 'rIsks it can be used to' provide
information for medium and 'long~term' strategic planning. It can provide rough
comparisons across problem areas for different specified :risks and. h.encecan
uS,ed as an aid to ,decision-making processes. It can also help to inform the public'
and hence include the public in decision-making processes.

be

What ca.n eRA not do?
Comparative risk assessment is not 'an answer to all environinent problems. It i~ .
not risk assessment and; while iLuses the principle of quantitative risk assessment,'
. it is less value-free than' other approaches and does not generate precise measures.
for the risks 'associatedwith environmental problems. .Epvironinental risk'
assessment is particularly susceptible to problems of lack of appropdatedata,
uncertainty and incomplete methodology.
.
It cannot generate precise. m~asures for comparisop.s between risk type$ and it
shouldnot'be used. as the sole basis for settin~ environmental.·priorities.
.

As stressed throughout the literature available, .it is often the process of conducting
the CRA that is as important as the results. .'
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.

,6.1 Comparative risk assessment and environmentalrlsk ml,lnagementin New
, Zealand '
' "

,.

"

In this section the use ofCRAas a general strategic management tooUs considered.
It is discussed in the context of risk reduction alldrisk inam;lgement. '
.

'

.

'

'

.

, It is seldom appropriate to adopt Without modification a management approach or
established and tested in a different environment. This is particularly true of area's
such as environmental management 'that are closely intertwined with ,social
structuresartd value systems.
The purpose olthis section, therefore: is not to promote ~ncritically the use ofCRA
'for environmentaI risk management, but to 'outline a general'framework deriv~d
from the EPA experience which is appropriate to the application of CRA in ,New,
Zealand. ' Concentration is on the positive aspects of CRA and the benefits that
might accrue from the use of such ~n approach. The limitations have already been
stated clearly.
~

.

.

'

.

Iri Chapier 7 aIiinite~case study of a New Zealand application is described andin
Chapter 8 further recommendations are made about the process' and its potential
application. It must be remembered that although these comments are 'based On
theexp~i"ience of. the USEPA and other US agencies they repre~ent the value
'
'judgment, perceptions and interpretation of one person.

, CRA- and risk management - the' process
,

,

, The basic steps of,CRA and risk management are to:
'1. establish, the specific objectives of the project"
2.determirie 'a setbf',problemareas to be 'assessed,
3. determine, a set of risks to. analyse,
4. determine the stratification

of the problefl1 areas,

5. perform risk assessments for each risk type,
6., rank the'problem'areasin terms of 'fisk,
7. rank the problem areas in terms of riskassessmertt and other risk management
'
factors,
8. analyse and incorporate the options available 'for risk redu'ctio~, and
,

'

9. establish an action plan.
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Steps 1 to' 6 form t,he base of eRA and, Steps 7 tq,9 complete the risk management
process.
Each of these steps requires amplification.
The specific objective .of the particular application drives the whole risk'
management process;' it affects. the boundaries,' the problem areas, the risk' types,
.' the data, the methodologies, the options and the action to be taken. Therefore, time'
must be taken to discuss the objective as broadly.as possible ~n~to state it carefully
to avoid any misunderstanding. Any process where a nu~ber .of different interest
groups'are involved must ensure that all groups understand and can reach consensus
on the objective.
·The process of determining problem areas and ri~ktypes is likely to be complex and
iterative. Ii' may be. prudent to establish different sets of problem. areas for each .
· risk type to be considered. Many of the studies cited were restricted by different
risk work groups th,at felt constrained by a set of problem areas which they felt were
inappropriate to their area of expertise. Certainly there will be some problem areas
that are not common to all risk types. Although it m::,\.y.appear desirable that the
· final results should reflect some consistency ~tween the problem areas for the risk
types,it may be better to forgo this to achieve consi~tency within risk types. United
~,tates eXperience suggests that the best way to determine problem area$ ~s to
involve a large number of experts and lay people with interests rang~g Qver a. broad
'
perspeGtive.
"

.

'

.

.

.

The selection of risk, types must reflect social, institutional and. cultural concerns. :
The United States studies have attempted to aggregate and reduce the number of
risk, types. .This may not necessarily be appropriate. The, range of risk types for
New Zealand conditions includes cancer risk, non-cancer health risk, ecological risk
(incorporating sustainability as an ,objective), quality of life risk (incorporating
'
economic factors), and cultural risk.
, There are several different ways of segregating problem areas - geographiGal area,
media, source etc. If problem areas are stratified then care, should be taken to
.ensure that. th'e segregation is .appropriate to· the, risk type and is administratively
feasible.
· The risk assesSment step involves data collection and ,application of methodologies.
Without full-scale investigation it is not possible to say whether the methodologies
applied by the EPA and promoted in the Roadmapare appropriate fo New Zealand
conditions; However, the basic methodological principles 'are sound and would
,probably require only minor modification.'
'
.
'
.
Ranking the problein areas:' is an extension of the risk assessment step and brings
its own methodologies. It IS important to remember that the rankings are guides
.only and that the categories into which the different problem areas, are· placed
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should be li~ited to a number appropriate to the level of analysis. At this stage,
also, the question of aggregating rankings must be considered.. It is difficult to
aggregate rankings i( the problem areas are different for. different ·risktYpes.
· Aggregation of rankings over risk types is not recommended.
Overall, risk managementranki~gis a tool for communicating wjth the wider public
and helping to f0cus the eventual action plan- 0n the highest risk management
priorities..
State of the Environm~nt reporting is good identifying and commenting on providing
a context for theprobiem statements and initial risk management ranking, however,
an action plan requires a separate report base. Noi"iskmanageinent process is
complete until an action plan has been established and implemented with its own
complete framework for monito~ing, evaluation and revision: The tools applied will
depend upon the options selected for risk "reduction. The most appropriate vehicle
is some form' of SER.
.
.

~ The

participants

The object~ves. of a CRA-based environmental risk management project will
determine the participants. However, some ·general·rules.apply. It is probably f~!r
to say that ~}:smany people as are technically possible .should be included. The basic
requirements~ ofCRA are fora general steering committee, ~ series of technical
work groups:: responsible for the risk assessments, and some form of public advisory
· committe.e: Some. overlap of function is possible and it may be appropriate to
establish a separate group responsible for assessing and evaluating the risk reduction
· strategies available..
It is also beneficial to' the credibility of the projeCtan~ 'itspractical success if the
public at large can be consulted (obviously depending on the scope and resources
of the proje.ct). This provides ameans for the Public Advisory Committee to check
results with their constituencies and hence gaih greater confidence or caution on
. ' .
,
how' to proceed:
The functions of the different groups need to be clearly' delineated to. avoid
confusion over responsibilityandacGountability. Veto power may be given to one
group or other.

Rankings'
. It is very unlikely that for any particular risk type the data' available over all

· problem areas will be of similar· quality. As a result, the process of ranking problem
areas Within a risk type must involve considerable. subjectivity. Ordinal ranking is
seldom appropriate. Ranking should be restrict~d to amaximum offive categories
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(and preferably fewer),'since any more t!tan this implies an unrealistic expectation
.
of accuracy:
The problem of determining the risk types to'bestudiedalso includes judgment as
to .whether some risk types ar~. to be. composites.. For'. example, the original
IinfinishedBusiness' report cons'idered four types of risk: cancer risk,. non-cancer
human health risk, ecological risk.and welfare risk. In subsequent studies cancer
and non-cancer human health risks were aggregated and welfare and ecologicalrisks
were. aggregated (this 'Yas one of the objectives of the Relative .risk project).'
Technicalworkgroups expressed cOhcern at these aggregations because of the value
judgments required. . Methodological differences and difficulties. and disparity
between data quality and availability suggest that although' aggregation may
. apparently aid planning processes it is better to avoid it.
..
In addition, the issue exists. as to whether rankings over all risk types should be
combined., For similar reasons to those described above this appears· to be a bad
practi£e ,for technical exp'erts, however the decisi<,>n may depend upon the specific
objectives of the process .and the willingness .of the, study group to make the
.necessary value jUdgments. Policy and budget processes will affect .those types of
decisions and it may be appropriate for Public Advisory Committees, to provide
guidance. . '
,
.'.
,

The assumptions
In the US studies a number of assumptioris we~e made about th~ objectives of the
CRA process ~hat had implications for the general application of results.
These included the ranking of risk according, to current levels of controL Although
this ~as a practical, tactic in that the dat~ used reflected the current context, it
. meant that the final rankings tend to mask the effects of some severe environmental
problems. This was pointed out in a number of the applications.
-The difficulty in dealing'with long-term effects is another complication. The original
EPA 'process discounted future risk. It is nmv accepted that this is not ~m
appropriate. practise for dealing with environmental problems because of the
. intrinsic long time .delays involved in ecosystem. analysis 'and effect,. and the'
importance placed by the public on the needs of future generations.
The implications of such limiting assumptions' need to be studied alongside the
objectives ·of the project to ensure that the objectives are not jeopardised by the
assumptions.
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-··Tools

The tools available for risk I11anagement and risk reduction are those available for
general environmental management.- They include regul£ltion, economic incentives;
standards,volurttary compliance and education and communication strategies. Each
_requires -its own monitoring -process. . The choice of tool is oft~n a political consideration. -

Output
.

:

.'

.

'

.

._" The output from a eRA -risk reduction process is two;.foldrand-should include both
- an assessment of the selected problem areas, and an action plan. The example
provided by the Washington State is useful here. The _output from the -initial eRA
project was. art SER and an Action Plan. Follow-up to the_ action plan requires
s<;>m-e. form- of monitoring to determe whether targets are being met. In the case of
W~shingtonState, the SERjs planned as a coptinuing exercise and will include
progress reports -on implementation of recommended actions. -

Risk assessment and risk management

The eRA approach to risk reduction is based on the concept of risk management..
The EPA approach stresses the need to separate the process into two ~omponents
involving a technical step of risk assessment· and risk ranking (eRA), and a
subsequent management step involving generating and evaluating optio~s for risk .
reduction. The reason for this separation is given as being in order to give greater
~cientific credibility to the risk assessment process.
.
-The emphasis on 'science' with the implication of objectivity is questionable. All.
scientific gro~ps involved in the riskassessments indicated that because of lack of
data, inconsistent methodologies and- considerable general uncertainty the risk
assessments themselves. contained many value Judgments-and subjective elements.When environmentalists were asked· to address the -question "is the policy
appropriate?'; and scientists were asked to consider "is, the scIence adequate?" both
groups referred to the companion question. The science and the ev~luation should
not be separated. Similarly, the generation and evaluation of options must interaCt
with the assessment and ranking process.

cRAin New Zealand-

Should we beconsjdering the use of eRA in Ne~ Zealand? In order to answer this
-question we need to be clear about our basic objectives for environmental
management, whether the main emphasis in policy should be on i~sk reducti()n (risk
ri;lanagement) or prevention. The two need not be mutually exclusive. A focus in
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risk assessmentand risk reduction can provide an information base for prevention.
Actions derived from risk reduction objectives m~y involve prevention.· We .also
need to consider whether,as. a society, we believe that it is ethically appropriate to
use risk criteria to set priorities forac~ion On environmental problems. .
.These issues require value judgments.which are beyond the scope· of this publication
and which could be· resolved only after extensive public debate.
.

.

.The fr'amework outlined above describes the technical styps to be foll~edfor eRA
and emphasises some of the factors to be taken into account if such an approach
·.is considered appropriate. Chapter 8 follows up with recommendations to explore
more directly the concept .of risk reduc.tion as a tool for environmental management
.
in New Zealand.. .
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CHAPTER 7
Case study

.

~

'

.

.

.

.

'

This chapter proposes a case· study based on the Ministry for the Environment's
. objectives and mission. It outlines
the way in which the risk management approach
.
to environmental .protection might be used by the Ministry. for the Environment
(MfE) as part of its own internal strategic planning.
.

'

The purpose. is to examine whether it is appropriate to. apply CRA and risk
. reduction approaches developed by the USEPA for environmental management to
the prote~s of setting priorities for environmental research. The case study is
·.presented as. an outline that describes ,the required process. for setting priorities
using this basic .approach and looks at functional requrrements and structural
linkages. between' the components of the process.
.
The presentation of this c51se study follows. the frameworlcdescribed in Chapter 6.

Background
The role of the USEPA is primarily.as ~ regulatory agency. Itsmahdate requires
it to prepare, promote and monitor legislation directed towards protecting certain
environmental features (not all encompassing). ' It undertook the risk reduction
program as part of its legis~ative requirement to proteCt and enhance the
enviroriment. The EPA's role in the risk reduction program involved setting
Rational objectives for environmental management/protection" and establishing
success measures. The EPA w~s not directly involved in the application of the risk
.. reduction· process.
The.Ministry's role in environmental management is a'little different to that of the
EPA. The Mission of the Ministry is: .
.
'"

to ensure natural and physical resources are managed to sustain and
.enhance environmental quality and human· well being.
.
The original role of the Ministry required it to take an objective role towards the
environment and to assist in ena~ling the viewpoints of all concerned sectors to be
heard before public' sector decisions involving· the environment are made. This
. contrasted directly with the, EPA which acts as an advocate for the environment, and
in recent months the Ministry has itself adopted a more advocacy-oriented role.
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The Ministry also hasarl important legislative function. Ministry outputs are direct
inputs" to law, policy and advice affecting the environrrient~ The Ministry has
responsibility for monitoring the impacts of these laws and policies .. Thi~ is done by
linking outputs to outcomes, which are measured in terms of their effect on the
environment.
Although the EPA was not directly invdlved in the application of the risk reduction
approach to environmental management, it 'has actively promoted and provided .'
.. funding fora· number of fisk' reduction. projects within. the United States: It has
been consistently stressed that the risk ass~ssment phase of the approach' (eRA) is
only orie input into a larger social and political decision-making process. There is
a danger, however, that the pseudo science 'respectability' given to the rankings of .
environm~ntal problem, areas may overwhe!m som~ of the other.important factors.
involved with the larger decision-making pro~ess. Philip Miller comments thatthis
is not apparent yet and he believes is not likely to .occur 'because' too many other
factors are very real and acknowledged.
The two main outputs from a relative risk project are some fonn of SER and an
'action plan' that must includy targets thatwil~·be monitored. These are very similar:
to the products of any strategic planning exercise. An important aspect of the
targets established to be'monitqred will be a time
frame for this process.
.
"

\

The Washington State Department of Ecology, which has been a major player in
the process of. applying the relative risk reduction process to Washington State
uQ.der the framework of . Environment 20.10., has linked its own medium..,term
strategic planning processes to the 'objectives and tasks of Environment 20.10.. The
benefits of this include a consistent approach to' environmental management and a
. sharing of mission and objectives that can be' tested in the context· of public opinion
and awareness.
.

.

The Washington State Department of Ecology is taking an active role jn promoting
environmental awareness and providing leadership in the search for solutions to
environmental
problems. It is. also an advqcate forthe
environment.'
.
.

"

. The advocacy role does not mean that an agency is necessarily required to'show bias
towards the environment. Whether it does or not will probably depend on political
factors. However, it means that there should be a tendency towards prevention and
caution in. the face of uncertainty. The extent of this :tendency depends on the
.
. '
influence and legislative 'clout' 9f the agency.
.

.

The advocacy-oriented role of Mill does not directly affect the use. of eRA for
environmental management. The relative risk reduction framework can.beused to
address a number of different types of objectives. It is not necessarily limited to
setting priorities for red"Qcing enviro:rimental risk. However, equally it should not
be used as the sole tool for setting environmental priorities because of the limiting'
assumptions that are required, and because the risk management framework does
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not take' sufficient account of uncertainty (inherent in environmental inanagement)
nor provide scope for consideration of creative preventative ~pproaches.
" There is. still considerable concernwithin the US about whether the risk assessment
allow' valid
methodologies available are sufficiently, rigorous and robust
comparisons (and ,hence rankings), and also whether,' given appropriate
methodologies, .it is morally valid to use these iankings as a basis for environmental
protection. '
'

to

This case study seeks "to, a~swerthe question as to whether thereIative risk
, reduction process could be used to' improve the way in whichMfE goes about its
legislative role of providing Government
with input to law, policy and .advice. ,
.
.

",

'

,Application
(1) The objective.

Th~ objective of this case study is to test th~ framework e,stabZishl!d for
the application of' relative risk reduCtion techniques as a, tooZ' for
environmental management· by applying it to MfE's work programme.
, The. boundaries. pf the case study relate to the function and purpose ofMfE and the
components of its work ,prograinme, as &tated in published environmental research
agendas and corporate plans.
The specific information used for this case study has been derived from the '
following documerits published by MfE.
1. Profile statement (1989),

2.

Ministry for the Environment Corporate Plan 1989-90,.

3. ,Ministry feir. the EnvironinentCorporate Plan' 1990-91,
"
4. Mihistry for the Environment
Corporate Plan 1991.,92,

5.
'6.

Environmental ResearchA:g.enda 1989-92 (January 1989),
Environmental

Resear~h

~nd

Agenda 1990 (January 1990).

. ' One of the key features of the application of CRA and risk reduction is that a large
number of pe,ople from different technical and social backgrounds are involved.
When risk reduction criteria are used for internal analysis and strategic planning the
involvement bf a large group is Ie~s ofa requirement; Even so, a- core group of
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agency staff should be involved in determining problem areas, applying' risk
assessments and analysing strategic options. This report makes some suggestions
as to how this might be achieved.
.'
The objectives of a rel?tive risk reduction project may beset at a number of
differentlevels such as im organisational or political leveland at an operational
level.
. In New Zealand, the organisational objectives derive from the mission statement
of MfE and the long title of the Environment Act. . These elements provide the
basis for setting long-term strategies for environmental management.· The evaluative
process fot determining the success of these strategies requires the comparison of .
. their effects against these organisational objectives.

The operational objectives QfMfE 'are directly related to the MfE workprognimme.
They derive from the organi~ational objectives, buj usually have a different time
frame. The operational objectives are us~d to set priorities for short- and medium.
term environmental. management.
Operatiomil objectives are also directly influenced by political inputs, client group
inputs and the public. at large. ' The priorities set for th~ organisational and
operational objectives must be translated into action. The effects of these actions
. are measured as effects on the environment that ale compared with the relevant
objectives.., . Figure 7.1' describes the relationships betWeen' openltional and
organisational o~jectives of the inputs and outputs to the process. '
.
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the 'State' of the
Environment·

Mission statement.

MfE

Priorities

Political·
input .

f----to__---i

. Long title .
Environment Act

Organisational
objectives

/

Public input
/'--~-------I

/

Operational
objectives
'Client' input

Priorities

Effects on the
.environment

Figure'.1

Operational and organisa~io.nal obj~ctives.
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Linkages and ,policy implications
Relatiye risk· reduction as pioneered by the EPA 'has been primarily directed .
towards operational objectives,. however, the Washington ~tate Department of
Ecology is currently linking its internal organisational obj~ctives and planning to the
broader operational perspective. This does.not imply a separate process- internal
.strategic managementis linked directly to the ~xternal public process through goals, .
. objectives and success measures (i.e. outcomes).
, Recommendation
MfE should explore the process of establishing organisational and
operational goals as part of the process of promoting the r~lative risk·
redq.ction concept as a tool for environmental management.

. (2) Problem areas,
Pro~lem areas should ideally cover as broad a base as possible. For this case study.

a series of problem areas' have been extracted from the MfE corporate plans and
research agendas. ' They cover a broad range of topics at global, national and '
regional .levels.' They include areas of public concern derived from surveys
conducted by the Ministry. However; the li~t is far 'from complete and contains
"some overlap.
Sample problem areas include:
PCBs in' the, environment,
lead in petrol,
anti-fouling paint,
food .irradiation,
sewage' treatment,
wastewate~ treatment,'
soil erosion,
hazardous· substances control,
nuclear impacts,
, waste management - toxic wastes,
waste management - non toxic wastes,' '
wahiiapu (sacred sites), .
,deforestation,
, loss of biological diversity, '
control of pests,
,impacts of'mining,'
. loss of wetlands,.
ozone. depletion, global warming,
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..:.

marine ,pollution (coasts and oceans ),
air pollution,
noise. pollution, .
,
water pollution (inland waterways), and
agricultural pollution (medium ~aterways).
One of the difficulties in creating a li~t. of this nature relates t~· problem 'areas that
are not discrete.in their effects On, theenvironmerii. For 'example, the impacts of ,
.miriing will involve wastewater treatment, toxic and non toxic wastes as well as
possibly wahi tapti and deforestatioIL Soil erosion and deforestation· are directly
. . interlinked iIi effect.
H

,

It should be noted also that the problem areas listed here, are very broa<,i and' .are . .
, likely to cause problems for' data collection for risk· assessmenC .
'

In general, groups ~ith experience in the different risk tyV~s selected (see below)'
should ev~luate .the probleri11ist and work together toratiortaiise the list. Even so,
there will be ,items on the final problem list that will not be relevant to all risk types..

'Linkages and policy implications
.

.

.

-

.

.

The selection of environmentalpQFcy areas 'has organisational and operational
implications. Problem areas derive from the organisationa.l objectives and goals
established to support' these objectives.· These problem areas and the priorities
establIshed for them will ,drive tneoperational· 'activities; qf the agency, or .
organisation..
Recommendation·
As wide a group as possible sh~uld establish problem areas that cover
the fullest possible spectrum of current and potential environmental
problems.' nis group should include agency staff and mcmbersof
client groups. and·· the public at large. The list should be regularly
.~evised' and. updated as part of the ongoing monitoring process.

(3) Risk types
Risk types are' the criteria used to evaluate. environmental problem areas and'
, provide the baSis for setting priorities for action. Therefore, they-should reflect
social and cultural aspects of environmental management (sInce as a society we '
choose our own' r i s k s ) . '
.
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For the pl,lrposes 'of this proje~t risk types are derived from. themissionstateme:nt .
of MfE and the objectives 6t.theEnvironmentAct. The Environment Act defines
environment ;:1s'·. including. not· only the natural eleplents, but people, theIr'
comniUllities .' and tpeir' cultural beliefs (and inc1ud~s 'consideration, of future
generations ) ..
Therefore, the risk types' selected are:
1. . human health fisk,
2. ecological risk,and
3~

social risk.

This latter category must .take account of economic effe,cts, cultural values, and
social and community values. This analysis is similar to the 'quality of life' analysi~ .
attempted for Vermont.' Considerable difficulty in reconciling these areas into a
. '
single ranking for social risk is foreseen.

'Linkages .and policy implications.
It must be stressed continually that the proces~ of relative risk reduction views
risk:-based priorities as one input into the environmental decisio.n-maidng process.
The advantage of using risk criteria so'commonly touted (bypolicy makers) iSih~t
it offers an objective science-based approach to setting priorities. 'People involved
in particular projects, however, are at pains.
to stress the
judgmental basis of the .
.
apparently objective risk assessment ·phase. Leaving' t4is aside, 'one "o/ay, of
incorporating 'other~. factors (such as voluntariness, equity etc.)' into the' risk
comparison process is· by assessing 'quality of life' aspects ,of risk. There are, .
however, considerable difficultie's due to the lack of 'hard' data and the problems
of effectively aggr.egating several different types of risk. Operational and'
oiganisationalcriteria are identical in. this conte~. Political influence may 'well
determine the final choi~e of risk types to be considered.
.

'

"

. RecommeJldation

.

Environmental problemare~s and ri~k typ~scannot be efTecti~ely
established independ~ntly of eacb other. Initial examination' of the
problem areaS from theper~pective. of the selected risk types (m.aybe
gett~ng the technical work groups to provide input) is likely 'to result
in improved definition of probl~m areas: in tum allowing. for greater'
'
. , consistency within the-rIsk-type rankings.
,

'
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(4) Stratification
The missioJ1 and objectives of MfE and the Environm~nt Act do not provide direct
guidance for the stratification of tite_ problem areas.'
There are several possible approaches that.could betaken. One might be to group
problem areas according to the groupings of the Resource Management Act, for
example, issues .pertaining to water, coastal areas, air,. hazardous installations, soil
conservation and global issues. There is, however, no obvious advantage to this:
One reason for stratifying problem areas is to establish aggregate rahkings over all
risk :types within these broad groups. This may be appropriate for short..;term
decision making, but it is not. appropriate for long-term decision making.
.

Therefore, without greater consultation with MfE it is difficult to recommend
stratifieation of problem areas or to determineMfE preferences., .

Linkages and policy implications
Stratification of problem areas can be used asa way of addressing operational goals .
in: the short term.
.
,Recommendation
Probleniareas shouid' be kept discrete except' for data colleciion and·
aggregation' purposes. .
'

(5) Risk .assessment
The risk assessment phase of the relative risk reduction process must be undertaken
in asystematic discipl~ned manner: It involves considerable human resources'in the
form of technical working groups. The risk assessment requires the identification
.of all possible outc~}]neS (effects), the collection ofdata, aNd some form of (relative )
. qu~ntification;
The first stage of the risk assessment process following the relative risk reduction
approach requires the collection of data for abase SER. This is also, the' first step
in the process of establishing an enyironmental policy. Much of the data are likely
to"be available' from secondarysoufces, however, the task of data collection, .
.synthesis and presentation is likely to be very time consuming. Data deficiencies
(quality and quantity) must be tagged for subsequent evaluation.
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'Risk assessment will be the same for both operational and organisational o~jectives.

Linkages and policy implications

The basis of the relative risk' reduction process is the risk, assessment process.
Although substantial professional judgment may be required :in terms of assessing
the risks and estimating th~ associated uncertainties, the process cannot beshort
cut. It must be undeFtakenby professionals who are experienced in assessing the
specific risks being examined.' '
Recommendation
The use of the relative risk reduction; approach to assess operational
objeCtives, requir(!s access to risk assessment information foraH of
'the, identified 'environmental problem area~. ,Therefore, MfEshould
investigate the, availability of data for all problem areas identified
within lts jurisdiction.

(6) Risk ranking

The technical work groups or professionals responsible tor risk assessment withIn'
each of the risk types should also be responsible for the initial ranking of the
selected problem areas. This is intuitively obvious, because these groups will have
the best understandi~g about relative' quality of data,-uncertainty, and knowledge
about effects. '
'

.Linkages and policy implications

Comp'arative risk ranking between risk types requires access to transparently
prepared risk assessments. These' will have been undertaken by the work group
hence be in a position to makeappropriale judgments on the
members who
'
validity andqmility of the assessments.

will

(7) Management ranking

Either a general stee~ing committeedr a public advisory group should thenestablish
and. re-evaluate the risk rankingsestablished by the technical work groups. '
Additional criteria may then be taken into account. For the purposes of internal
strategic planning,the Research Advisory Group of MfE would be, an appropriate
,
body to undertake this r e v i e w . '

Linkages and policy implications

The ranking process undertaken by the steering committee or public advisory groups
will incorporate additional criteria to the '.initial ranking. Ranking for operational
objectives may differ from rariking for organisational objectives.
Recommendation
Criteria, to be taken, into account by the secondary ranking process
should be established as part of the process of specifying the 'proj~t
objectives.

'(8) Analyse and incorporate options for risk reduction

The process of analysing options for risk reduction ,has only been to~ched upon in "
this report. There are a number of value judgment~ that need ,too be made. The
question of aggregating rarikings< for different risk types' may need to be addressed
here too. Th~s may require giving weights to different'risks.

,'Linkages and policy implications

, The value judgments made in connection with organisati~nal objectives may be
different to those- required for operational objectives., However, the common basis
for those objectives requires some ,consistency in the process. ,
Recommendation
Public and client input should be incorporated' into the process' of
determining options for risk redtiction~
(9)' Create an action- plan including·target~ for ev~luation
An action plan directed towards either environmental management (organisational
objectives) 'or strategic research priorities (operational' objectives) requires
establishing priorities, setting targets to-bea,chieved, and determining an approach
toward~ meeting those targets. Monitoring str~tegies will also be required.
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Linkages and policy implications
The two outputs from a relative risk reduction project must be an SER and an
action plan. •The action plaI1:should contain specific targets associated with
environme:ntal indicators that can be used' to measure the stateonhe environment
. and the degree of success of the actio:q. plan. Environmental monitoring is a key
~leme:nt of the relative risk reduction process.
.
.
Recommendation·
Care .should .be taken to establish links betWeen targets for
organisational and operational goals so as' to avoid unnecessary
duplication of effort. State of the environment reporting should be
used to monitor both approaches.
' /

Conclusion
The relative risk reduction approach to environmental management can be linked
to an agency's approach to. its own. internal strategic planning .as a means of
evaluating operational goals and objectiveS.
,

However, the relative risk reduction process cannot be used to evaluate operational
goals in~epende:ti.tly of a major planning proce~s, -because the basic requirements of
the relative risk reduction approach are independent of the application.
If risk criteria are applied to the setting, of strategic (operational) priorities in the.
way described without recourse to. a . larger (organisational-based) activity the'
objectivity of the scientific approach may be lost.
Thus, for credibility, the application' of the relative risk reduction approach to.' the
achievement of internal operational goals "requires that' close links be e~tablis.hed .
between the two . with an overall risk. r~duction process' directed towards
organisational gocils. As well, the following points must be noted: .
1. the

organisatib~al

and operational goals must be consistent,

2. . the time frame adopted for. the .strategic management analysis must .be
. cqnsistent with, and able to be directly linked to, organisational goals and
objectives,
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3. acommori basis. for the two levels of goals must be the. establishment of a
'comprehensive SER from which two 'levels 'of action plan Corganisaiional arid·
operational) can be developed, and
.
.
4., relative risk r~du~tion is only one of the available tools for environmental ~isk
management. It,requires the use,of many value judgments.
In the' case of MfE, the direct application of the relative risk reduction technique
to int~rnal strategic planning will require personal commitment on the part of staff,
arid ciwsiderable interaction b~tween different groups within the Ministry.
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CHAPTERS

Conclusions and recommendations

The objective. of this publication was to:
. "examine the use' of risk reduction, techniques ,as a toalfor'
. environmental. protection, to' develop an appropriate framework for
New Zealand conditions and to test this framework by applying'it to,
'
Mill's work programme".
As stated earlier, the main task was the collection .and review' of some of the
immense amount of literature produced by the USEPA environmental relative risk
reduction projects .that have .been undertaken over the past five years.
Another source of information and advice wasMr Philip Miller of the Washington
State Department of Ecology. Mr Miller discussed some of the practical problems
involved 'in implementing one of these projects, and supplied additional literature·
. including a draft copy of the' USEPA Roadmap document.' .
.

.'

.'

From this material it was possible to establish a' clear picture of the aims of CRA
.and jis role in the process of risk reduction, and its strengths, and weaknesses.
The operational objective of the project has been stated above. However, the
project had alai-ger'purpose or goal - to explore in more detail the context of the
"'science-based' methodology
developed. by the USEPA to determine its applicability
.
.
to en~ronmental management in a broader sense. The results' of this overview are
presented here.
.

"

These results draw on the approach. being taken by the Washington State
Department of Ecology, which is 'currently linking its own strategic planning
processes into its ongoing risk reduCtion programme entitled Environment 2010.
The SER component of the risk reduction programme is being used to evaluate
progress made towards achieving the internal goals and objectives .' of the
Department.

, 8.1 Comparative risk assessment as an environmental management and'
policy-making tool
Comparative risk assesSment is one component of the risk management process
known in the US as 'relative risk .reduction'. It involves assessing and ranking
environmental problems according to a specified set of risk types~ This ranking is
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then used as im input to the process of setting priorities' for action for
environmental protection and enhancement.
.

. ,

Compara~ive risk asSessment is

a conceptual framework for assessing environmental
risk issues, and ranking environmental problems within selected risk types. It can
be used as. part of an overalL priority-setting
process. .
.
It has two components: an analytical scie~ce-'based risk assessment component, and
" .an eyaluative ranking procesS based on professional judgment.
I

'<

'

_ . CRA is; not a 'purdy scientific "(objective) .process,
CRA can provide a systematic approach for assessing and comparing risk, .
' .

.

-

.

.CRA cannot provide' definitive answers to all environmental _problems, and
CRAresults should·not be used ~s the sole criterion. to set priorities for action
on envitonmental problems.
Comparative risk assessment is a useful tool yielding further information abdu(the
spectrum otenvironmental risk issues and it provides a context for the comparison
, of environmental problem areas within risk types. It has been used 'successfllllyby
the EPA to analyse and assess environmental problems for curreIit levels of control
at national, ,regional, state and local' (city) leyels.
. It " is' appropriate to use eRA .to prioritise broad groups or categories of
environmental problems within different .risk types. That is, to put problems .into
'buckets'. However, it is not appropriate to use eRA' to rank environmental
problems brdinally, or to aggregate rankings for" risk types with quite .different
char?cteiistics that have been assessed by differen~methodologies.

"It is not appropriate to use CRA in a 'cook-book' approach to environmental
management.
The' specific. context for· this. publication is to assess the use' of. .risk reduction
techniques as a tool for policy making" and environmental protection.

As many scientists and

environmentalists have pointed' Qut, the best approach to
. emj.ronmental protection is prevention. Prevention cannot be considered directly
within the context of CRA or the risk reduction appfoach,but CRA can be used to
help focus preventative strategies. .
"
Risk crite~ia can provide a tool for setting priorities for action for environmental
protection including prevention. In this Sense the relative. risk reduction approach
must be viewed as one way of looking at the process of e1!vironmental management.
There is a danger that tunnel vision or a lack of lateral thinking may channel
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environmental managers into uSIng only' one tool. I{. this tool.is inadequate or
inappropriate for the particular purpose then harm to the environment may result;
Therefore~ managers and poliGY makers mtIstbe aware of altenlatlveapproaches
.to setting priorities and the need to establish their own environmental management
objectives before selecting a particular approach. The full set of criteria selected
. will be directly related to the objectives of the specific problem.

is

Comparative risk assessment 'is particularly useful in that it is not definitive; it an
approach rather than a method.' Hence it allows for considerable latitude in
approach and' application, as shown by the different regional projects that have been
undertaken in the. US. . Diffe!ent applic~tions' require different scales of effort.
However, used wisely and in .the correct context the outputs from· this process 'can
provide scientifically valid input to environmental decision-making processes.
.

.

.

.

The use of CRA t6 study subsets of environmental problems has not been analysed
in this publication. However, if the context of the decision-making process is open,
then· eRA can be applied to properly bounded subsets of problems. or issues. The
criterIa used to establish the subset then become part o{ the decision criteria.
.

.

.

'

8.2 Issues associated with the application ~f comparative risk assessment·
Comparative risk assessment is not a static, one..:.shot technique~ As acknowledged·
. by .the ·com~i.tment Iiiade by Washington State to, regular production' and',.
publication of SERs, it must be '. an ongoing, regularly updated process. The
resources. required t() undertake . such studies are. considerable. Decisions about .
commitment to the process must therefore· include careful consideration' of the .
required and available resources.
.

A number of issues need to be taken into account ~hen considering the use of eRA
and risk reduction techniques .that derive from the US experience.

.

.

.

. Relative risk' reduction processes require ongoing support and the commitment of
substantial resources. Therefore, it is crucial to have:
.
strong pOlitical support for the process,
. public and 'client' support,
agency' commitment to the

pro~ess,

and

an ability to action the results.
Although relative risk reduction, and in pa,rticularCRA, is 'describedas'a 'science- .
based approach' all reports on applications have noted the importance of
professional judgment, particularly in' the ranking processes. Thi~ is not a
contradic~ion, rather it is a recognition that science is· not a purely quantitative
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'game'. Goud science involves professionals using their experience to assess and
, evaluate'information and to' make decisions based on that' experience. '
The methodologies developed in the uS for eRA are a significant advance on what
has be,en previously available. Although there is very little that is'new',th~ ,
, emphasis' has been ,an improving the consistency of the methodologies and o~'
" examining data sources· to determine where effort should be directed. There has
also been an explicit recognition of ,uncertainty.
The eRA approach can involve considerable interactioll..with the public and a
greater accept~nce of the need for public involvement in environmental decision
making. .ThB MfE is aware 'oithe need to consult with both specific 'client' groups,'
,and the public at large., This consultation process provides a-structured mechanism
for the MiniStry to incorporate both sCientific, knowledge and public perceptions into
action lea,ding to strategies for environmental management.
'"

..'

.

. ' .

.

.

.

The.. output from eRA anti the relative risk reduction appro,ach is thus input
environmental decision-making processes.
'

to

Outcomes are measured in terms of their ,effects on the environment, resulting from
actions taken: To effectively implement and monitor these outcomes the process,
of risk assessment must be understood by decision makers, managers and the public
at large.' '
,
'
The benefits' of eRA, and relative risk reduction derive as much from the
application. of a cons.istent and repeatable pr~cess as from the results themselves.
The direcU:iesults are:
, " 1.' greater understanding of environmental processes,

2. a consistent, scientifically~based framework for the comparison of different
environmental problems,
. 3.a mechanism for' incorporating puhlic opinion into ,environmental' decision;.
making processes,
4. a way of analysing differences between expert opinion/prediction and public
perception of environmental problems,
5. a way of; measuring the success of actions'taken for environmental protection, "
and
'6. ' ,a' catalyst for focusing political' and public opinion.
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8.3 Recommendations to the Ministry for the' Environment
Recommendation 1
'ntat'MtE shoul~ consider car~fully where the eRA approach could be used'
, for its own internal decision making.

Recommendation 2
, ,That MtE should promote the uS,e of eRA. and the risk reduction process
either nationally or regionally in. New Zealand iii 'conjunction with .its
environmental policy programme to determine data requireme~ts and
availability, and to explore further its' potential as an environmental
.management tool.

Recommendation 3
That relative. risk reduction strat~gies be, used to aid the process of
prioritising within groups or subsets of environmental issues to detemiine
where the use of ~tanda:rds might be appropriate.

'Recommendation 4,
That the .framework of eRA be used· to help identify' areas of potential '
concern where 'preventative techniques maybe appropriate.

Recommendation 5
That lateral thinking be employed to determine where risk assessment and
risk management. techniques can be used for Qther purposes in enhan.cing
and protecting' the environment.

Recommendation 6
That eRA be linked to the 'concept of an environmental policy statement
similarly based on the production of regular SERs and the ~stablishment
of consistent environmental monitoring techniques ..
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